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Soak up the sun
The Spring Break countdown begins, and
then Is still lime to book the perfect package.
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Richmond's 'Ravenous Munkz' put on a
tummy-turning performance at Mainstreet
Bar and Grill Tuesday night.

fames Madison University

■ P«p. 15
Senior Erin North displays her passion for
bicycle racing in local and national races,
including the world famous Cyclocross.
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SGA discusses Warren hazards
Breeze ad rates, Brown Bag program discussed at Tuesday's meeting
.SHAHurtDAniAv
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

RITIIANEE WILOOCKI/owrtlKH,, phtmumphtr
Senator* Mike Goodman (left), and Brian Nldo attended
Tueeday'e meeting In which SGA discussed aabeato* In Warren.

Students
attacked in
Commons

SCA reporter
The Student Government
Association discussed asbestos
in Warren Hall and the cost of
advertising in The Breeze, at its
weekly senate meeting Tuesday
night in Taylor 202.
According to Dave Barnes,
director of university and college
centers, the area in Warren Hall
which formerly housed the campus bookstore, has asbestos.
Known as 'Transitions,'' it current-

• t......
.
ly is being used as an open space
for students to lounge and study
and for dubs to hold fund raisers.
Asbestos is a fibrous mineral
which was found commonly in
insulator material because of its
strength and heat resistance. "It
was standard procedure [to use
asbestos-containing insulator]
in the early 70s," Barnes said.
"It wasn't discovered to be
harmful until much later."
Warren Hall was built in
1971, undergoing renovations
L

on different floors throughout
the years. "For each renovation,
asbestos had to be removed,"
Barnes said. "Since no renovations have been done on the second floor yet, the asbestos has
not been removed."
Since, according to Barnes,
the asbestos is not being disturbed in Warren Hall, this
should not be a hazard to students. "No one's in any threat,
unless someone tries to remove
it," he said.

Professors sick of Burruss Hall

see ASSAULT, page 5

Stores report
two robberies
Monday night
A robbery reportedly occurred
at approximately 11:45 p.m. at the
7-11 store on Chicago Avenue )an.
27, according to a news media
release from the Harrisonburg
Police Department
An unknown white male,
described as tall, thin and wearing a green army jacket with a
hood pulled over his face
allegedly appniached the clerk
requesting change and took an
undisclosed amount ol money
from the register when the
drawer was opened. The clerk
was assaulted during the
encounter and suffered minor
injuries, the release said
In a similar incident that has
not yet been determined .1^
related. .1 larceny occurred at
appniximatcly 1:11 a.m. at the
Neighbors BXXOfl store on
Virginia Avenue Jan. 28, according to the same HIM) raJtMf
An unknown white in.ilc
allegedly approached the clerk
requesting change and It
into the register dr.met when it
was opened, taking an undisclosed amount of money. The
clerk was unharmed. The suspect is described as possibly 18
to 25 years ot age, deauvfrw en
and wearing a bmwn, fuzzy
hooded jacket and green jogging suit p.mN
Anyone' with information
regarding these incidents is
asked to call the HI*D at 4342545 or Crime Silvers .it 5745050.
— compiled from staff reports

see SCA, page 4

Burglary
suspects
arrested

professor
Carotin*
Smtth
reported
developing
fungal pneumonia from
the hazardous ventilation In
her Burruss
Hall office.
Smith
switched
offices In
Burruss and
eventually
moved her
office to
Nicholas
House.
According
to a fellow
associate
professor,
Smtth Is
still sick.

BY TONI DUNCAN

contributing writer
Two male students were
assaulted Sunday Jan. 19 about
130 a.m. while walking down
the main hill in The Commons
apartments, adding to the number of assaults that have been
occurring recently
"We were coming from the
bus stop and wc were close to
the top of the hill," said one of
the victims, who wished to
remain anonymous. "Then out
of nowhere two... guys jumped
us, and I got hit a few times. At
the same time my friend Htm
getting hit and then he fell down
flat on his face.
"I was not able to get a good
look at them," the victim continued. "I saw them run away and
then jump into ,i silver'car."
Robbery does not appear to be a
motive in the attack because as
the victim said, "They didn't
even say anything to us. the
came up and started hitting."
Both victims are sophomores
and reside in The Commons.
They said they did nothing to
provoke the attack.
According to the other victim, who also spoke on condition of anonymity, "1 don't
remember anything about the
assault. I completely blacked
out." He said he sustained
many injuries from this incident

When asbestos is cleared it
will have to be removed with special care, according to Maxwell
"The project has been
delayed while the budget is figured out because the removal of
asbestos is very costly," Maxwell
said. "It will probably be in the
neighborhood of a year or so."
According to Barnes, "I'm
sure the cost will be a factor in
how soon it'll be renovated."

BY KELLY JASPER

contributing writer
Two JMU students were
arrested last week in relation to
four reported campus burglaries, allegedly stealing $75,000
in computer equipment.
Junior John M. Bjorge was
arrested Jan. 21, and sophomore
Ian R. Houston was arrested
Jan. 23. Both were arrested by
the JMU Police Department and
both were charged with four
counts of breaking and entering
four counts of grand larceny
and four counts of conspiracy to
commit grand larceny, according to Director of University
Communications Fred Hilton
In addition to the 12 counts
that each face, Houston faces five
nmnli ol < rattit card fraud.
.....t<llr.HtoM Inn. MarttctoIn ttw
I larnmatburg DaUy NeuM K,-. ..,.1

Sochacki's office was
inspected after he fell ill, fungal growths were found on
the ceiling and a high mold
count was found in the carpet.
These problems were taken
care of, and all carpeted
offices on the lower two floors
of Burruss Hall were taken
out and changed to tile,
according to the Dean of the
College of Math and Science
David F. Brakke.
Associate
professor
Caroline Smith was next to
reside in Sochacki's former
office, and according to Marrah
she developed a fungal pneumonia and also eventually was
moved out of the office.
Assistant Professor Jeannie
W. Fitzgerald was the most

"The investigation is still
continuing"
Hilton
said.
"There's a good likelihood that
additional charges will be
raised on this case."
More arrests are possible in
connection to the burglaries,
Hilton added.
Since the first alleged burglary
in November 2001, the men have
been accused of stealing $75,000
in equipment in Spotswood Hall,
Showker Hall and the campus
post office, according to the NewsRavrd article.
The first burglary occurred
the weekend of Nov. 30,2001 at
the Showker Hall computer lab,
Hilton said. A second burglary
occurred at the Showker Hall
lab during the weekend of Jan.
12, 2002. Three data projectors
were stolen from the first
Showker break-in, and four
more projectors were stolen
during the second burglary,
Hilton said.
Computer equipment was
stolen during a third burglary
Aug. 28, 2002 at JMU's poet
office. Because a private company is hired by JMU to run the
post office, the break-in is not a
federal case, Hilton said.
The fourth burglary occurred

set BURRUSS. page 5

ser BURGLARY, page 5
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Bad air in Burruss?
Professors report falling ill from unsafe ventilation
BY KAREN KELLY
teachers in the math departcontributing writer
ment have developed pneuAt least seven professors monia, either in the fungal or
who have offices in Burruss viral form, according to associHall have taken ill with pneu- ate professor George W
monia due to what they say Marrah. This makes up 25 permay be a hazardous ventila- cent of the department, he said,
which draws attention to the
tion system.
"It got to the point where I health of those in Burruss Hall
According to assistant prowas coughing up flunk. s,>
they rushed me to the hospi- fessor Laura A. Taalman, the
tal, and I spent three days in hall used to be U-shaped until
intensive care there," said renovations were made from
assiKiate mathematics profes- 1989 to 1991, including an
sor |im S. Sixrhacki, whose addition onto the front of the
doctors advised him to switch hall as well as a new ventilation system with energy-effioffices in Burruss.
"My blood oxygen level cient air handlers. The Man
had dropped to below 65 per- of professors whose offices are
cent," he said. His doctor told in Burruss Hall has appeared
him that 65 percent was dan- to deteriorate since the renogerously below normal, vation, which may or may not
be a coincidence.
Sochacki said.
Sochacki said he moved
In the last four vears, seven

66It got to the point
where I was coughing
up fluids, so they
rushed me to
the hospital...
- Jim S. Sochacki
associate math prolcssor

into Burruss in the fall of 1992
and fell ill in the spring of 1993.
After bouts of depression, hospital doctors discovered that
Sochacki's blood oxygen level
was so low that he was lucky
to be alive. His doctor then
advised him to switch offices.

Students showcase organizations
Student Organization Night provides info on campus groups
BY KENDRA FINK

contributing writer
Student Organization Night
served as a source of entertainment and an informational session for students Monday
evening in the College Center
Grand Ballroom.
While most S.O.N.S have
bean held along the Won

Hall patio and on the commons, this year's was different.
"We decided to use the College
.in,! that's the biggest
difference between this student
organization night and others."
said senior Ashley Morris, program
assistant
for
the
University Pnigram Board. "It
opened recently and wc were
hoping to bring students over
into the new building
According to Darci Contri, a

-6 6
This is... the biggest
Student Organization
Night... thus far.
— Dtrci Contri
graduate student

-*5
graduate student who helped
organize S.OJM., "This is by far
the biggest Student Organization
Night that we have had thus far
There are 113 dubs registered to
be here this evening."
Many oddities attracted people to student group booths
Whik' picking up informatxn on
tlx Lie Kwon Do Club, sophomore Kakwh Marshall said he

was more than willing to take pictures with students since he was
dressed up in a Darth Vader costume. Whik- the Tae Kwon Da
dub used a Darth Vader costume
to attract students to its table,
sophomore Keith Riley. the vice
president of the Science Fiction
Fantasy Guild, held a large sign
while handing out flyers.
The Paint Ball Club sported
packs that carried paint and
masks while a video played.
Student clubs decorated their
tables with posters, figurines,
books, pamphlets and candy.
"I noticed the balloons,"
freshman Kristine Morton said,
explaining what caught her
attention at the event.
1 saw the people and heard
the music," freshman Kristen
Mimm said.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

• Club tennis will be holding a mandatory nuveting for all te.un
members from 7-8 p.m. in Taylor 400. Among items on the BgBV
daareupcomingtoumaments.ch.il
institution itul
volunteer projects this semester Contact Kh.ihl at garriokp it von
cannot attend.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30
• PraiM A Worship will be held at 5:30p.m. at the Baptist
Student I nion House on tin- comet of Cantrell Avenue
and South M.iin Street, ■ block from campus. All are wellttiiuf. lot more information contact Lynn
rVllgood .11 allg

• Professional Business Fraternity Council information night
is tonight in HHS 2301 at 7:30 p.m. Come find out more Information about |MU's professional business tr.itemines.

• The JMU chapter of the Society for Technical Communication
will luilil the fiftl meeting of the semester in Keezell 303 at 6
D m I or mon1 information, e-mail thackfkl.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1

• I he Shenandoah Minefield Adoption Project is sponsoring a
charity banquet dinner to help eliminate the threat of landtnines. It M ill take place at 7 p.m. in the Sheraton Four Points
Hotel Ballroom inH.rns*»nhur>;. Cott is $25 per person, and
eUpfOCtadl go tow .mis riemining efforts in Bosnia.
AiKlition.il e% enai Include live music, guest speakers and a
I NneM auctton Contact Susie at >prinksl or x8-2810 or go to
WWIRgt i
lumdtxihnuip for more information.

• Men's basketball hosts Hofstra University at 7 p.m. in the
Convocation Center.
TO SUBMIT A DUKL DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of Vie Breeze at papnhki- with the mfornution
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.
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POLICE LOG
BY SIUROS BI I UCNI

polici log reporter

I

^atf*

Carlos J Novak, 20, of
arrested and charged with
elude police, driving wi <; mKwjfsSod arid
properly damage at the Warren Hall service
dnve Jan. 26 at 2 36 a n. In connecHon with
Ihe same incidenl, Danol C. Tomtn,'18. ol
Mechanicsville. was arreMed and cterged
with attempting to elude police and Jossesson ol maniuana at II ie Warren Han service
drive Jan. 26 at 2 3f > m. The subject's
vehide reportedly • tru :k a taht poie in the
northwest comer of Warren Htm, and the '
subjects allegedly fled Ihe scene."
In other matters, campas police report
the following:

r

Property Damage
Several subjects were observed beating the
James Madison statue with their skate'* statue courtyard Jan. 25 at 1
B fled the scene and one
■denufied and issued a

L

A left front marker lent was broken on a vehiIR-1 lot between Jan 23 and Jan. 24
lischarged a fire extinof Logan Hall Jan.

11

STYLE

WEATHER

A JMU student resorted an unknown
person cut two re* tires ol a vehicle in
R-t lot Jan. 24

10

Today
Partly Cloudy
High 38 Low 25
High

Not so 'Ravenous' anymore

13

St. Jude benefit concert

13

'justincase' you need something
to do Every Thursday ... night'

13

Go Bowling'for wake-up call

14

All things literary

14

Low

Friday

Partly Cloudy

42

33

Saturday

Mostly Cloudy

48

30

Sunday

Partly Cloudy

50

37

Monday

Mostly Cloudy

55

28

SPORTS
Men's basketball

15

Women's basketball

15

Cycling feature

15

MARKET WATCH
An unknowni suijeci broke a glass pane protecltng a fim ottftguisher in Eagle Hall Jan
26 V 4:30 a.m.

AstfdoaeanWaonMday January 29 2003

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the'laiceny of &%
vehicle in R-1 lot between Jan.1 20 and _ s An ur,i,no««fcibject broke out the winJan. 24.
.
rtew glass 6r\ the north side of the
LUJttver pMnt building with a piece o(
Petty Larceny
lone Jan 26 at 12:02 p.m.
A JMU student reported the larceny Oti>
set POLICE LOG, page 4
parkmg hangtag Jan 27.
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between Sam. and 5 p.m
Cost: $3.00 tor the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday issue, noon
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Recruiting Has Begun!
Apply now to be an

133-7272

433-7272

Iktur Ingredients.
Better Pizza

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

More than 50 positions are available
for next faJL spring, and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.

ONLY $10.00

Contact Judy Cohen's office for details:

16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
12:30 am Sun

Phone 568-6979 or e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
01 come to 1077 South Main for an application

*

AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

(note that this is a new location)

Ol go to www.jmu.edu/international/intemships
Deadline? March 7th for ail terms
This is opportunity knocking ...

Peter Griesar
SUPERFASTGO

Think you may be

pregnant?
|"Griesar's new set completely defies
lexpectatior.. "
--Rolling Stone

Now available at all Plan 9 storesf
434-9999

IN HAKRIftOmUMC WITH MOMS M
CHMUOIflJVHM AMUmCHMOMU IDOf

flANflM
piAn*i

HARRISONBURG
\J\LQnancu (Jzntzx

$i#r. up lot Plan n WMUT Erf**'
IwdMMcUfcMllBlfJUHIHIII

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!

FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6

Listen Before You Buy!

Call 434-7528

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

THURSDAY, JAN.

"With the university
entrenched as one of the
nation's best, it's about time
we began to act like it."

<- Local boy drowns at RMH

NEWS
Local boy drowns

30, 20031 THE BREEZE 13

Suman, 8, was a familiar face at his
parents' Harrisonburg restaurant
and will be missed by many in the
community.

EDITORIAL

The Cavalier Daily

see story below

see story below

Who needs American Idol'?

8-year-old was easily
recognized at parents' cafe
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

assistant news editor
A familiar face at a popular
restaurant among JMU students will no longer be there to
greet customers when they
come in the door
Suman, the 8-year-old son
of Indian & American Cafe
owners
John
and
Rameshwori
Patikhe
Shrestha, drowned Saturday
while attending a birthday
party at the Rockingham
Memorial Hospital Wellness
Center in Harrisonburg.

—66
A lot of JMU students
knew that little boy...
— Kenneth Kyger
owner, Kyger & Troubaueh Funeral
Home and Crematory

5?
Shrestha spent his days at
the Hunter McCuire School in
Verona but would spend
evenings at his parents' restaurant, doing his homework and
playing with patrons' children
while they waited for their
food, according to a Jan. 25
Daity News-Record article.
"A lot of |MU students knew
that little boy and that when
they walked in the restaurant,

he would be there," Kenneth
Kyger, owner of Kyger &
Trobaugh Funeral Home and
Crematory, said.
About 3:26 p.m. Saturday,
Shrestha was pulled from the
pool by the lifeguard on duty,
but he was unable to be
revived at poolside, according
to RMH spokesperson Deb
Thompson. She said approximately 10 to 12 children were
still in the pool at the time,
while about five adults were
chaperoning
the
party.
Shrestha was pronounced
dead at the hospital.
Thompson said, "|RMH] is
currently getting comments so
that we can piece together the
whole picture of the event.
When something like this happens you want to take a look
and make sure that you know
exactly what happened."
The article in the NewsRecord quoted Harrisonburg
Police Chief Don Harper as
saying the case was ruled an
"accidental drowning" and
that ruling means the HPD
would no ionger be involved
in the case.
Thompson said RMH has
had a wellness center for over
20 years and in that time there
have been only two other
deaths, both adults.
Kyger said the funeral service was held Tuesday at Blessed
Sacrament Catholic Church.
The News-Record article stated that the restaurant will be
closed at least until Feb. 7.

'Peeping Tom' reported
on campus last week
JMU police issued a timely
notification bulletin about an
act
of
perversion
that
occurred Jan. 24 behind
McGraw-Long Hall.
A "Peeping Tom" possibly
facilitating a perverted act was
reported at 6:50 p.m. in the
Hillcrest residence hall area,
according to a Jan. 27 notice sent
to the university community.
The complainant allegedly
observed a subject looking in a
window for about 10 minutes.
The release said the subject
began putting his hands down
his pants and was described to
be "doing something."
The suspect was described
as a white male wearing a blue
hooded sweatshirt, white hat
and green shorts. Police
reported the subject left the
scene upon arrival of the

investigating officer.
Anyone with helpful information is asked to contact [Ml
police at x8-6911 or publicsafetyQjmu.edu. Anonymous tips
can be given through "Silent
Witness,"
online
at
wtvw.jmu.edu/pubsafely/SilentW
itness.shtml.
— compiled from staff reports

MORGAN KXmiJaaffph-noiraplir'
Junior Kyle Busey, far right, and senior Keven Qulllon, second from right, sing "What You Own" from -RENT." Madison
Project. JMU's premier men's a capella choir, performed In concert Tuesday at 8 p.m. In Grafton-Stovall Theatre At the
show, Madison Protect debuted Its newest CD. "Rock Star." The group performed a wide variety of music ranging from
doe-wop of the 1950s to hit contemporary songs, Including John Mayer's "Your Body Is a Wonderland."

UVa. pep band faces the music
BY ED MILLER

The Virginian-Pilot
An older, well-dressed man
made his way down the steps at
University Hall recently, intent
on telling the director of the
Virginia pep band what he
thought of its controversial perf< initial toe at lite (JontlnenUtl \\rv
Bowl last month.
He stopped in front of a
young man sporting a scruffy
goatee, his hair in a ponytail.
"Are you Adam?" the man
asked inquisitively.
"Yes," Adam Lorentson said
a bit warily. The third-year student studying international
relations and neuroscience
directs the band and has caught
his share of flak recently.
"I got a lot of threats," he said.
Not this time The man was
John P. Ackerly III, rector of
UVa.'s Board of Visitors. He
smiled, shook Lorentson's
hand and asked, "How you
holding up?"
Lorentson looked relieved.
Ackerly told him to hang in
there. He said that instead of
apologizing for the band's performance that lampooned the

state of West Virginia, UVa.
President John T. Casteen
should have sent West Virginia
Gov. Bob Wise a one-line letter.
"Virginia 48, West Virginia
22," Ackerly said. "Signed,
John Casteen."
Lorentson ltttighed and
thanked Ackerly loir hla support. These days, the band
could use it.
The pep band's full name is
wordy: the "Award-Winning
Virginia Fighting Cavalier
Indoor/Outdoor
Precision
Marching Pep Band and
Chowder Society Revue,
Unlimited!!!!" And it already is
a shadow of its formerly irreverent self, Lorentson said.
This past season, it was limited to two halftime football performances, not counting the Tin?
Bowl. The school elected to bring
in outside bands for the other
games. An athletic department
administrator heavily censors
each of the pep band's scripts.
Lorentson contends the band
is a victim of political correctneas and says the censorship it
experiences runs counter to the
principles of free expression

espoused by UVa.'s founder.
Thomas Jefferson.
University officials say the
issue is sportsmanship, not free
speech. The Atlantic Coast
Conference, of which Virginia is
a member, has made sportsman»V«p it fronl-and ccntei
iwttie it* ixt.-em year*.
There may be more than
just sportsmanship concerns
driving the debate over the
pep band, as an editorial in
UVa.'s student newspaper
suggested this month.
The band was founded in
1974, and in its early years,
seemed a good fit at an academically strong regional university
that didn't take its football too
seriously. In recent years,
Virginia has worked to make
itself one of those rare universities that can have both big-time
football and a sparkling academic reputation.
In the past five years,
Virginia has poured millions
into its football program.
Scott Stadium has been
expanded to 65,000 seats. Al
Groh, a former NFL coach,
was hired for the express pur-

pose of bringing the Cavaliers
a national championship.

Academically, Virginia is
regarded as one of the nation's
top public universities.
Is a ragtag pep band the
image Virginia wants to present
t.. \\\,- wuvUlf S«U».- von.-. ,,t (h,.
stucieitt newspaper, The Cavalier
Daily, don't think so.
"With
the
university
entrenched as one of the
nation's best, it's about time
we began to act like it," one
editorial stated.
That's one argument against
the band. Another one heard
often is just as damaging: The
band's just not funny anymore.
"The university needs a real
band," the editorial stated. "You
know, one with uniforms and a
bit of restraint "
The pep band has never
been a typical marching
band and couldn't be prouder of that fact.
It was created as a scramble
band, one of a handful in the
country Most are found in the
Ivy League, where every school
but Cornell has one. Stanford
and Rice also have them.

Bush spells out possible Hussein risks
President addresses war threats, tax cuts, elderly benefits,
economy, other issues in State of the Union speech to nation
BY MARTIN MERZER AND
JODI ENDA

Knight Ridder Tribune

GEORGE HRIIXiKVXnuAf KUU" lnbunr
President George W. Bush, backed by Vice President Dick
Cheney, left, and Speaker of the House Dennis Hasten,
addresses a joint session of Congress as he delivers fas annual
State of the Union address Tuesday. Focal points of Bush's
hour-long speech Included the potential of going to war with
kaq and North Korea. "The dictator of Iraq Is not disarming,"
Bush said. "To the contrary, he Is deceiving." Nearly 30 minutes of Bush's speech was devoted to war prospects with Iraq.

President Bush, seeking to
rally Americans standing on
shaky economic ground and
the brink of war, called on
the nation Tuesday night to
confront
the
"outlaw
regime" of Iraq or risk "a day
of horror like none we have
ever known."
He said Saddam Hussein
might possess enough chemical and biological material to
kill millions of people and was
all too capable of using it.
"The dictator of Iraq is not
disarming," Bush said during
his State of the Union
address. "To the contrary, he
is deceiving."
Although he didn't mention Iraq until deep into his
60 minute speech, the president devoted nearly the
entire second half to a stark
assessment of the risk he
believes Hussein poses.
He said Iraq could not
account for 6,600 gallons of
anthrax, more than 10,000 gallons of botulinum toxin and as
much as 500 tons of chemical
agents, enough to commit
unthinkable mass murder

"Before Sept. 11, 2001,
many in the world believed
that Saddam Hussein could
be contained," Bush said.
"But chemical agents and
lethal viruses and shadowy
terrorist networks are not
easily contained.
"Imagine those 19 hijackers with other weapons and
other plans, this time armed
by Saddam Hussein.
It would take just one
vial, one canister, one crate
slipped into this country to
bring a day of horror like
none we have ever known "
The president, however,
didn't present any evidence
that linked Hussein to alQaeda or other terrorist
groups, and he didn't mention
that other unfriendly nations,
including Iran, also possess
such weapons.
Bush also devoted much of
his speech to promoting massive tax cuts, a prescription
drug benefit program for
older Americans and other
relief for those afflicted by the
ailing economy.
Watched by a world
apprehensive at the specter
of war, appearing before a
Congress dominated by
Republican
supporters.

Bush attempted to shore up
support for a showdown
with Iraq and for battles
with Democrats over domestic issues.

-4 6
Before Sept. 11,2001,
many... believed that
Saddam Hussein could
be contained.
oreeW
U.S. president

-9?
"This country has many
challenges," he said. "We will
not deny, we will not ignore,
we will not pass along our
problems to other Congresses,
other presidents and other
generations. We will confront
them with focus and clarity
and courage."
As if in answer to worldwide doubts about U.S.
motives in confronting Iraq,
Bush added: "America is a
strong nation, and honorable
in the use of our strength. We
exercise power without con-

quest and sacrifice for the liberty of strangers."
In contrast to his belligerent tone toward Iraq, Bush
emphasized that he is working with allies in Asia "to find
a peaceful solution" to the
threat of North Korean
nuclear weapons.
But he said: "America
and the world will not be
blackmailed."
Bush didn't set a deadline
for Iraqi compliance with
U.N. disarmament demands,
but he once again made clear
that his patience with
Hussein was at an end.
To the Iraqi people, Bush
declared: "Your enemy is not
surrounding your country —
your enemy is ruling your
country. And the day he and
his regime are removed from
power will be the day of
your liberation
He said Secretary of State
Colin Powell would travel
to the United Nations Feb. 5
and share previously classified material showing that
Iraq is hiding biological and
chemical
weapons
and
smuggling in material that
can be used to produce
long-range missiles and
nuclear weapons.
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SGA: Breeze ad rates, Brown Bag discussed
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Although DM axacl date for
iwuwaliun of the location ol the
former i.impus bookMon' is
unknown. Kim.-. Kid when il
is renovated, though, tin'
MtMatai will K- icmoved Bnl
Another issue mentioned
was left open.,is v\ell [heSGA
bill su^esting that 77/.
reconsider its ad-space prices
u.i- potipmwli
Tart of the bill reads:
"Whereas the cost of advertisements in 7V flrcro currently prevents main' student organizations from publicizing their
events in Die Bnat, and where.is
TTr Breeze is funded with student
t.x--. be it i-es.lived that the1 fames
\la.lison I nhienttj student
Government Association hereby

requests TV Breeze to reconsider
prues for student organizations
advertising "
According
to
le.ininc
l..i|ewski. i\litor in chief of TTr
Breeze, the newspaper receives
$36,000 — less than 10 percent of
its operating budget — from student fees. The JMU Media Board,
not the St IA. allivates theamount
distributed in student fees to Vie
BlNK the B/ufstow. WXFM and
jj-to. The rest of TV Borer's opsating budget is raised though
advertising revenues.
Senate representatives voted
by majority voice vote to table the
bill after a sentiment expressed bv
Arts & I otter- Senator Brandon
Durflinger, a senior.
"I don't even know the ramifications of their budget," he said

"TV Cavalier Daily doesn't
pay its staff, and T7ir Bnvx does,"
IXirflinger added "If they modeled after L'Va, this money could
be used to pay for ad space tor a
student organization."
According lo Cavalier Daily
Managing l-ditor Chris Wilson.
TV Cavalier Daily receives no
school money and doesn't pay
it- large editorial staff, but the
advertising staff gets paid.
At-Large Senator Kicardo
Pimm agreed that ad space
amid be given. "I don't see why
it wouldn't donate this space,"
he said. "They have plenty of it"
Support for the bUI came from
Arts & litters Senator )eff Burke.
a senior, as well. "In the last three
Breeds, I haw not seen one student advertisement," he said.

According to Gajewski, T7ic Brrr=f
has run seven student organization ads in the past three tssues.
According to Burke, the
advertising prices wen* "exorbitant tor clubs trying to organize
"It costs $500 lor an organization to set up an event, and
then another S500 to advertise
for it," he said.
MOM for Breeze advertising
tanai fn>m $55-5600. Acconling
to Gajewski, TV Breeze provida
tree space in each issue tot
organizations to publicize
events in the Duke Days
Calendar on the second page.
77JC Breeze also previews many
student organization events in
stories, Gajewski said
According to Burke, who is
president of the triathlon club,

student organizations do not get
much publicity because ot
financial obstacles beyond their
control. "It's not because student organizations don t want
to |pay for publicity]," he said
"It's because they can't afford it
Maxwell asked, "Shouldn't
we compare ad prices to those
ol other colleges' newspapers
first? I'm sort of wary because I
feel there hasn't teen much
research into tlnMaxwell added, "I don't
know what it takes to run a
new-paper. I mean, look at the
local-run paper. I know they
charge much much more for an
ad than TV Breeze."
Also at the meeting, junior
Andrea Fischetti, SGA vice president of administrative affairs, pnv

moled a "Bniwn Bag" program
for student group representatives
to voice their opinions and have
lunch with SGA representatives.
A sfudent-nin "opportunity
for discussion of current campus i—ue-. a- 1is* hetti .all- it
i- lield every Wednesday at
noon in the Madison Room on
IVarn'n Hall's fourth floor.
It'- |ust a casual time for
student group representatives
to .onie together and talk about
issues on campus," she s.ii.1
At its senate meeting next
week, SGA will debate a bill to
allocate $4,000 for speaker fees
to allow former rapper-tumedpreacher Mase to speak at JMU.
The debate concerning TV
Breeze and advertising prices
will continue as well.

rOUCE LOG, from ptge 2
An unknown subject broke the
second-floor stairwell window
between the "B" and "C section in Hillside Hall between
Jan. 25 and Jan. 26.
A window in the breezeway ot
Harrison Hall was broken Jan
26 at 10:41 p.m.
A speaker was broken. out.- ■
the south door of WMRA
between Jan. 24 and Jan 27.
A JMU student reported damage to the hood and driver
side fender of a vehicle in C-4
lot Jan. 26 between midnight
and 2:36 a.m.

MtV

WN A TRIP to
SPRING BR.£AK

2003!

Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 26: 79

You
think
you
can
run
The
Breeze

The Breeze
is now
accepting
applications for
next year's
editor in
chief.

VOO AMP THREE FRIENDS WILL BE AT THE CENTER OT THE ACTION AND SCORE:
VIP ACCESS TO MtV EVENTS • ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE
5800 SPENDING CASH •

Submit a
cover letter,
resume and
five clips to:
Jeanine
Gajewski
The Breeze
office, basement of
AnthonySeeger Hall
By Jan. 31

A PAVfi/3 NIGHTS IN A LU*URV SUITE

The more collect calls you make by dialing down the center with 1-800 CALL ATT,
the more chances you have to enter to win a trip to MTV Spring Break 2003!
So break out that bathing suit, that is, if you can still squeeze into it.
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1 800 CALL ATT

SPRING BREAK03
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BURRUSS: Air quality a health concern

BURRUSS, from page 1

recent occupant in the office, but
the mom was cleaned again last
spring and turned into a storage
room, as she experienced dizziness and tainting spells, according to Sochacki.
The department was then
under the impression that only
the one office was affected by
the problem. According to
Marrah, the office was at the
end of the air duct system,
meaning that it was the last stop
along the air circulation system,
which put out air in each room
along the line. Sochacki now has
permanent .isthma, which he
never had before, and Smith is
still sick, according to Sochacki.

Other professors in the
department have restricted their
office hours and have been
offered space in Nicholas
House, according to Taalman.
Marrah said that last spring
he spent only three days a week
on campus, choosing to work at
home for the days he did not
have classes. He said he feels
ih.it his health was improved by
spending less time in Burruss.
I've been affected through
allergies over the last several
years," Marrah said. "I'm allergic to foods. |And) I'm allergic
to dust, that I never was before."
According to Sochacki, all
offices housing professors with
developing respiratory prob-

-44... / need a healthy
situation to stay here
(in Burruss Hall.)
-George W. Marrah
associate professor

99
lems have been around the separation between the new part ot
the building and the old. It
would be hard to prove whether
the old part of the building is

BURGLARY: Suspects charged
BURGlARY.from page 1

at the Spotswood Hall media
lab between Dec. 13 and Dec.
16, 2002, according to Hilton
A search warrant said seven
Dell laptops, one Apple
Powerbook G-3 laptop, three
Proxima projectors, three
Sharp projectors and one VST
disk drive were stolen.
The Spotswood Hall burglary was what got the case
rolling, according to the NewsRecord. "When a confidential
informant tipped police to
Huu>U>n's suspevted (inunction" with the break-in,
according to the article, the
police "zeroed in on Houston"
through interviews with him
and his roommate and
through searches of his home
and computer.
The search of Houston's
home resulted in evidence
"connecting him to a series »>i
credit card frauds on a group
of JMU students over the first
few months of 2002," according to investigators cited in
the article. Houston "racked
up between SI 2,000 and
$15,000 in debt" and has been
charged with five counts of
credit card identity fraud, the
News-Record article added.
JMU Police Department It.

Danny Whetzel said he found a
"confidential report that contains a list of all JMU students,
their addresses, birthdates and
social
security
numbers,"
according to a search warrant
cited in the article. Whetzel said
hi Mi "unable to comment" to
The Breeze.

Hilton said the list found
was not a complete list of students and contained only the
names of students whose last
name began with particular
letters. "All of the information
on a student information
report is public record anyway, except for the social security numbers," he said.
"(Students] shouldn't have
aipirs ot it, but it wasn't a
confidential report."
According to the article,
"Police allege that Houston
filled out paperwork under
the names of two JMU students to get credit cards."
The arrest warrant listed two
students
—
sophomore
Jimmy Puglisi and Ian
Linden — as the victims of
the fraud. Both were unavailable for comment.
Junior Matthew LeZotte also
said he was a victim of credit
card fraud in the same case. "(I
received] a bill through the mail

that came to my home address,"
he said, after going to the police.
"I didn't know what to think so
I called the different fraud agen< »". .III,I ,iskrd them to send me
a copy of my credit report.
"My whole credit future
could have been ruined,"
leZottes,n,l
Using fraudulent identitu-s,
"paintball supplies, camcorders and digital equipment,
along with other items," were
bought, according to victims
cited in the article. The NewsRecord also stated, "Whetzel
saw paintball guns and supplies"
while
searching
Houston's home.
Both men were released on
bond. Houston has a preliminary hearing scheduled with
the Rockingham/Harrisonburg
General District court Feb. 3 at 8
a.m. and Bjorgc has a hearing
Feb. 19 at 2 p.m.
Bjorge refused to comment,
and Houston could not be
reached for comment.
JMU Police Department
Chief Lee Shifflert said he was
"unable to talk about the case,
because the investigation is still
going on."
JMU Director of Public
Safety Alan MacNutt refused to
comment on the cases.

Olde Mill Village

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*****

"This is great! This is definitely a
'best kept secret."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*****

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9 am 12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday

11-A tooth Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemUlvillage.coni

safe and the new hazardous,
however, because the old section
housed all classrooms, while all
of the offices in the department
an? found in the new addition,
according to Sochacki.
All professors interviewed
said their health improved
when spending less time in the
offices of Burruss. "1 would
prefer to stay here (in Burrusst"
Marrah said, "however, I need a
healthy situation to stay here."
According to Brakke, meetings are being held to ilixuvsolutions to the apparent problem. Brakke said studies took
place in 2001, performed by
Comprehensive Fnvironmental
Strategies. Faculty members

were interviewed, and several
air quality samples were taken.
A report was filed by the
company in February 2002,
which declared the building as
clean. Since then a committee
has been formed, consisting of
Brakke, )ake Myers of facilities
management, three professors
from the math department and
an environmental micrubiologist
from (MU's biology department.
This committee chose the
consulting company Masimax,
which examined Burruss in the
fall of 2002, according to Brakke.
Brakke said that Masimax was
given a walk-through tour of
the building and a chance to
speak with several faculty

members. The company will be
a-tuming a report sometime this
spring, at which point renovations will be awmmended and
hopefully started this May,
according to Brakke.
The committee also brought
a medical professional to
Burruss in December 2002,
whose report has not yet been
received, according to Brakke.
Faculty members residing in
Burruss were given a chance to
speak with the doctor and show
their medical reports. "We are
continuing to examine the
building and trying to figure
out if there are sources of problems, what those are and then
will fix those," Brakke said.

ASSAULT: Two students
attacked in The Commons
ASSAULT, from page J

including a broken nose and
cheekbone, a black eye, a
knocked-out tooth and a
mild concussion. Both victims received treatment in
Kockingham
Memorial
Hospital.
The two victims filed
police reports with the
Harrisonburg
Police
Department Jan. Iv, they said.
JMU has not issued any timely notification bulletins, due
to the fact that the JMU Police
Department was never notified ot the assaults, according
to JMU Director of Public
Safety Alan MacNutt.
Similar instances have
been occurring off campus
over the past few months,
according to Capt. Malcolm
Wilfong, who heads the
HPD's
Criminal
Investigations Division. "We
are investigating a number
of assaults in the college
housing areas off of Po. t
Republic Road, one that
dates back into November of
2002. We have about six
cases that we are actively

-a—
You must really be
aware of what and
who is around you.
- Cindy CuU-Wright
sergeant, Hairiionhuig Police
Department

"9?
investigating/'he said. •
In search of the suspects,
ties between the cases are
now being examined, Wilfong
said. "Each case has its own
set of circumstances, and
while some overlap, it would
be presumptuous at this point
to say that all the suspects are
the same."
Until the assailants are
apprehended, students are
advised to be careful, HPD
Sgt. Cindy Cull-Wright said.
"People are victims because
of opportunity. If you take
away the opportunity then
they can not get you. You

must really be aware of what
and who is around you."
Cull-Wright also advised
students to walk in large
groups at night, especially
since the assailants appear
to travel in a pack.
According to Cull-Wright,
stay away from dimly lit
areas, do not linger around
buildings and do not stop
for strangers. Students also
are advised to become
familiar with JMU's public
safety
Web
site,
www.jmu.edu/pubsafely.
HPD and JMU police will
be meeting today to discuss
recent updates in these
cases, according to Wilfong.
Also, the HPD and JMU currently are working on
"establishing [a] concurrent
jurisdiction in the Port
Republic Road" area that
will allow both police
groups to work together,
according to Wilfong.
If anyone has any information about the attacks tltey are
asked
to
contact
the
Harrisonburg police's nonemergency number at 4!W-2545.
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UnPlan
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD.
CALL ANYTIME TO ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY.
ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT. ALL YOU WANT.
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.
No long distance charges. No roaming charges.'
Simply pay a $49.95 monthly subscription fee.
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shoot yourself
or your friends
or both
submit your photos of your idea of

College life to the Blucstonc
office room 217 in Anthony Seeger
or mail to MSC 3522 by february 14

your photo could be in
this year's BlueStone

attention shooter: please
refrain from including
blatent drinking, nudity, etc.
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As businesses, universities like JMU
employ communications and publicrelations specialists to cultivate positive images to project to the public.

OPINION

see house editorial, below

HOUSE
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The signs and signals of a possible
war with Iraq have grown increasingly
clearer over the past few weeks...
JONATHAN KELLY

sophomore
see column, below

EDITORIAL

Legislation prevents spinning of the facts
Univi-rMtire ,ire institutions would "sell" yourself to your
of higher learning, places in Man nwir thmugh your use of
which students mahirv mtcll.v
personal PR.
rually and personally. They arc
The businesses practice of
Mm where we establish .1 massaging public image Is a
solid foundation Of triends and commonplace
occurrence.
mentors who will guide us According to a Jan. 27 release on
beyond our college years. A uni- PRNewswire, Philip Morris, the
iry is an idyllic setting, a world's largest and most profof pmtection against the itable tobacco corporation,
of the outside world, announced Monday that it has
are our comfort and safety changed its name to Altria
Universities, however, Group Inc. The press release,
also businesses
issued by corporate accountabilAs businesses, univt-rsitits ity activist group Infact, critilike JMU employ communica- cizes the name change as "a PR
tions and public n'lations spe- maneuver meant to distance the
cialists to cultivate positive corporation's image form its
images to pro^-ct to the public. deadly business practices.''
The im
| ond to what
While Philip Morris-tumedconstituents — potential stu- Altria denies this allegation,
dents, parents, alumni, legisla- insisting it is proud of its tobactors and investors, just to name co heritage, Altria now emphaa few — think when they imag- sizes its status as the parent
ine the "perfect university."
company of food companies
And who can blame them? if Kratt, General Hoods and
you were to go on a job inter- Nabisco
as
well
view, you would do all you (iiwuiiiHrifl.com). Even though
Id to project a complimenta- this information is true, the
im.ige of yourself to a identity change no doubt
IDepsCUVe employer. While attempts to shift the corporation
ir normal dress might consist into a more positive light in the
jeans and a T-shirt, for the eyes of its constituents.
iterview you would sport a
Similar acts of "spinning"
mess suit. Your summer job the truth, however subtle,
a paperboy would be trans- rm.inate from every communion your resume into an cations department, including
temship as a media distnbu- JMU's. Fortunately, because
technician." You would JMU is a public institution, it

I^UST ME'. Vex)
Look GREAT! THIS

has an extra check on what facts
are made available to the public
— government legislation. On
Jan. 8, debate about the disclosure of violent crime on Virginia
college campuses garmnd
attention when the General
Assembly proposed a bill
requiring all incidents of violent
crime to be reported directly to
the general attorney's office,
according to the Jan. 27 issue of
the Daily News-Record.
Some may wonder why
legislation is necessary to force
universities to report campus
crime. Shouldn't universities
want to volunteer this information? The answer lies in
image. University administrators want potential students to
hvl the school is a safe place.
Safe is good. While everyone
knows that no campus is
crime-free, universities understandably aren't keen on
advertising that fact.
Ironically, legislators fall victim to the same practice of presenting themselves in a positive
light. Sen. Jay K. O'Brien, who
proposed the bill to the state
Senate, most likely realized that
his constituents would applaud
his promotion of public safety.
However, Virginia General
Attorney Jerry Kilgore shot

S THC UVTTST THl/VJG'

A HIT UJITUTW LAPPS'

see IMAGE, page 7
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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While U.S. military
service men and women
are paid for their
actions, they do not
sign their lives away
for money.
prise assaults Time and again
the government drafted and
sent men into battle in this
from the t Ivil
War through World War IJ,
where early losses occurred at
such places as the K
Pass in At
not until
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World powers must
finally stop Hussein
I lie signs and signals of a
possible war with Iraq have
grown increasingly clearer over
the past few weeks and the
voices of the opp<»sihon increasingly louder. The debate over
how to neutralize the Iraqi
threat is reaching critical mass
at home and abroad, and it
seems likely that the crucial
decision on the use of force will
come soon from the Oval Office.
All indicators emanating from
the ongoing weapons inspection process in Iraq, however,
suggest that a direct military
strike against Baghdad will be
difficult to sidestep.
The United States wisely
chose to work thmugh the
United Nations in a last ditch
effort to end the Iraqi menace
peacefully. This was to be done
by redispatching weapons
inspectors to Iraq to confirm
that Saddam Hussein truly has
dismantled his projects for mass
production of chemical, biological and nuclear weaponry.
Although the Iraqi regime has
simulated compliance, it is clear
thai the government is not being
forthright in surrendering its
weapons as the United Nations
has decreed.
Reports surface daily that
1 lussein is in violation of the resolution As reported on NBC
Nightly News," he has not
accounted for all the weapons
that he should have destroyed.
In addition, according to the |an
24 edition
issue of
The
Washington Fott, he has not
allowed Iraqi scientists to freely
disclose weapons development
information. If Hussein ever
acquired nuclear weapons, he
would hold tremendous sway
over affairs in the Middle East
and ominously threaten his
Arab neighbors.
What is even more terrifying
is Hussein's potential for giving
weapons oi mass destruction to
al-Qaeda or other terrorist
groups, who would not hesitate
to use them to kill Americans.
Hussein has supported terrorists m the past and might do so
again it lu' thought that it would
augment his power. Finally,
Hussein's own propensity for
using the most deadly of

weapons is well known from
when he mass-poisoned countless numbers of his own people

with lethal chemicals.
Besides the foremost security
reasons for overthrowing
Hussein, the United States has a
considerable moral mandate for
removing a criminal leader who
brutalizes the innocent in his
country so mercilessly. If a lawful, benign and democratic government ever could be established in Iraq, it would bring
immense relief to the people
who suffer under Hussein's
inhuman reign every day
Some wish to avoid war by
•Qowing the weapons inspectors to continue to search. This
is a worthy notion, but peaceful alternatives in my judgment virtually have been
exhausted. Diplomatic and
economic tactics have been
tried for years and have failed
to fully eliminate the danger
that Hussein represents. It
would be irresponsible if the
United Nations and the world
community did not enforce the
internationally unanimous resolution to disarm Iraq.
A decision to go to war
should not be taken lightly Like
everyone, 1 wish only for peace,
but peace will never come as
long as Hussein possesses
weapons of mass destruction
because someday soon he will
ignite a war, except this time he
will wield a more powerful
arsenal. His hunger for power
and desire to nik' the Middle
East will never ebb. He must be
stopped while he is weak
enough to overthrow at the lowest cost in lives or the world
someday will regret its inaction.
When the world failed toensun1
a disarmed Germany in the
1930s, the result was the worst
war ever known. Hussein will
not cause anything on the scale
of World War II, but whatever
he does instigate, it will be
something that the world will
wish never happened. The bottom line is that we cannot ignore
the danger. We need to overcome it, by the last of all resorts
if necessary.
Jonatlian Kelly is a svphomore
potiHadtdena major.
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OPINION

// you were a
candy bar what
kind would you be
and why?"

"How many times
have you gone to the
library and slept?"

"Where do you go to
play m Harrisonburg?"

Rebekah Carter

Pete Henderson

junior, SMAD and English

senior, business management

ABBY SULUVANtanrntonnt |*ui»«ni(Ar/

Scott Misltr

Kasey Krowder

doctoral student, psychology

freshman, biology

Tbpic: What would be a good spotlight question?

ARMY: Draft wrong

Darts

Darts & Pals are submittedanonvnumsh
and primed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based uinm one person's
opmwn of a gnrn situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth

Pats
E-mail darts and pats to hrce/cdp<? hot mail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-gave-us-a-special-jolt" pat lo
the awesome guy who worked the late
shift at Mr. Chips Monday night who
made a fresh pot of coffee for two girls 15
minutes before close.
From two appreciative girls wtio air glad uou
got to take a cup home too.

A "how-dumb-and-nasty-can-vou-get?" dart
to the guy who obviously can't teli the difference
between a bathroom and a closet.
From a pissed-off junior wlto can't believe u4iat
you did at her party.

Dart...

A "your-lifts-lifted-my-spirits" pat to all mj
friends who have been driving me around yet
again since my car died.
From a grateful senior who has the worst luck
ever with cars.

Pat-

Dart...

A "thanks-for-taking-us-back-tolhe'80s" pat to the guvs upstairs who love to
play the Electnc Slide
Sent in by six junior girls who were
more entertained by your playlist than by
the Super Bowl.

iton that it costs more
continually train new
than it does to pay
those who volunteer and
remain active. Given the
choice between an army of
people who have no desire to
defend or an army of men and
women who sacrifice their
this country, there is
no competition Look to those
around you in uniform. They
voluntarily are giving up their
lues
tO
protect
yours.
Knowing they will be there
should help you sleep at night.
Alison Cowie
junior, English
to

IMAGE: Laws stop spins

Pat..

A "grow-up-and-act-like-you'iv-m-iollege" dart to all the annoying brats in my
9:30 a.m. class.
From a senior who thinks it uou re bored
in class, you should sliul up and lake a nap
like everybody else.

AttMY.fromy,.
response to bitter name calling
or mud-slin^in^;. It i> ■ weak
n whodianga his or her
lifestyle to please the naysayen ind those who wish harm
upon them.
To reinstate the draft as
Sharp views it would bring to
this nation an all-draft armv
of mildly trained soldiers
soldiers, when ft
with danger, may choose not
to fight, disobey orders and
genera] chaot in the
held. An all-draft arm*.
financially more expensive
than an active Bnny, tor the

An "open-the-floodgales" dart to Student
Government Association for allowing
NAACP and Black Student Alliance to be
front-end budgeted.
From a perplexed alumnus who can't comprehend the things people will do in the name of
political correctness.

IMAGE, from; I
down the bill because, according to the Daily News-Record,
laws stipulating the same
requirements already ndri
under the Gery Act. For uvunple, under this act JMU provides
"Your Right to Know," a campus report featuring crimes on
and oft campus. O'Brien's
over/ealous attempt would not
have effected positive change in
prohibiting uncooperative universities from brushing campus

crime under the rug; it only
would have provided more
paperwork and confusion.
While the public would
like to believe businesses —
including universities and
governments — voluntivr
honest, unbiased information
about themselves, the truth is
that communications experts
quietly work behind the
scenes of all successful businesses. Truth is important, but
image is everything.

Urn, cool spotlight suggestions.
Why don't you just stick to writing
darts and pats?

breezedp@hotmail.com
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Jan. 30). Don'! spend the entire year hanging out with your friends. You're involved in
fascinating projects, and you need a little private time. Schedule at least one retreat with an enlightened
advisor, f.ilking about an old wound helps it heal, and that allows you to help others.

Aries March 21-April 19

2

3

4

5

7

8

15

II,

17

18

Libra Sept 23-Oct 22

mr-

Today is a 7 - Although you're very lucky
and powerful, and have the support of
^^w friends <»nd family, W careful. It you add
discipline, you've got it made.

^■■H*

5ja

Taurus April 20-May 20

Today is a 7 - Follow through on promises
recently made. Do it not just for the person
you love, but also for yourself. You'll be
much more optimistic once you've done
what you said you'd do.

j Today is a 6 - Don t buy anything but the
essentials. Something you've long wanted
for your home falls into that category.
Actually, it could be a down payment that
you're saving for.

A.

Gemini May 21-June 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Today is a 7 - Be practical. Figure out what
AAim you can afford to spend and how to get
*Nn} there even cheaper This coming weekend
sfW will be awesome for romance and travel.
Find a way to afford it.

Today is a 7 - Give difficult material your
Mfr\ hill attention. A light once-over isn't
*Wkjp enough. Study.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Cancer June 22-July 22

^^
4ET
f^^y
*^®

Today is a 7 - Don't be shy about asking
questions, but don't ask questions in public.
t Nobody needs to know where you get your
information. Just make sure you get n\

Today is a 7 - Take care of paperwork in
order to make your future more secure.
Don't wait around for somebody else to do
it. That's not happening.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Leo July 23-Aug. 22
„. Today is a 7 * Technology can help you
■^-J deal with a bottleneck Don't push harder.
^^^L Find a way around it.

g^L Today is a 7 - You can take ancient informa^f tion and use it to build things nobody else
fl^\ can. That's just one of your talents. But first,
you have to do the homework.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
Today is a 7 - Something you've long
ifiV| dreamed about is becoming a part of you.
^J* It's a goal accomplished honorably. Pat
r
yourself on the back.

- gw Today is a 7 - You're closer than ever to
-»p4wf having a dream come true at work
>MS\ Loved ones offer encouragement. You
^SSV. can do the rest.

—Tribune Media Services
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13
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11

22
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83
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fl

65
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ACROSS
1 Desires
7 Upper parts
15 Superlatively
slippery
16 Bird keeper
17 Comfort
18 Of inferior
social status
19 Lures into danger
21 Rebellion
leader Turner
22 Classroom
favorite
23 Parody
25 Keeps away
from
27 Summer portal
32 Football great
Graham
33 Hangman's
knot
34 Massage
35 Farm wagon
36 Javelin's flight
path
37 Place of exile
41 Scornful exclamation
42 Riles

10

25
li

47

67

II

21

29

36
4?

8

24

23

33

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^_^. Today is a 6 - You may feel slightly
sJjAfc) inhibited by A person with distinctly -lit&W ferent tastes. Do what's required to pay
the bills, and chuckle about it in private
with a true friend.

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

1

44 Mineo of
"Rebel Without
a Cause"
45 Kind of lily
47 Sly glance
48 Most inclined
to moralize
51 Catch of the
day
53 Egg white
54 School grp.
55 Member of a
fraternal order
58 Fused, as ores
62 Trans-Atlantic
transportation
65 The _
Brothers
66 More seemly
67 Work experience summary
68 Trapper
69 Evaluate

DOWN
1 Sage
2 Windows image
3 Sediment
4 Coffin carriers
5 The ones that
got away
6 Board
7 Small bit
8 Kiln
9 Type size
10
Mineral
cathartics
11 Novelist Levin
12 Open to question
13 Requirements
14 Cowboy's topper
20 Turf piece
24 Front
appendage
26 In what way?
27 Crawling
progress
28 Adjustment
29 Pivoted levers
30"_ Town"
31 Baseball stat.
38 AOL or Yahoo!
39 Saloon

40 Carries out
with success
43 B'way theater
sign
46 Like a vacuum
49 Gore and
Smith
50 Pentax or
Kodak
52 Reese of
"Touched by an
Angel"
56 Lion's den
57 Low joint
59 Factual
60 "Desire Under
the _"
61 Woad and anil
63 Writing implement
64 Slip up

IE
E T

EXPERIENCE THE THRILL

4 BEDROOM, 4 BATH LUXURY APARTMENTS
PHENOMENAL POOL AND SPECTACULAR
SUNBATHING AREA
FANTASTIC FULLY EOUIPPED FITNESS CENTER
SUPERIOR STATE-OF-THE-ART
CLUBHOUSE
CONVENIENTLY ( I OSE TO CAMPl IS
LIVE
CROOVY CAMINC ". AREA INCLUDING
POOL AND FOOSBAI I FABI IS

442.4800
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RING
For travel tips, locations, activities, students trade
advice in preparation for spring vacation
Story by contributing writer Kate Marshall • Graphics by art director Nate Tharp

lasses h,i\ e nist started, homework assignments an? piling up and about all one can
do to keep warm these days is bundle up
and drink lots of hot chocolate. However,
some students have begun to dream of
warmer days spent basking in the sunlight and sitting
sand between their toes. The countdown has just
begun for Spring Break 2003.
Some early birds might already have planned and
booked their trips, but it's not to late to find a decently
priced package for under $1,000. A majority of Web
sites including wuw;tuitirnttrm>eLcom and witiv.sunsplashtours.com offer accommodating and all-in. IUMWlast-minute specials.

Cancun, Mexico

According to the L.S. Department of State,
over 100,000 American vming adults travH to
Cancun over Spring Break each year. Cancun is
well-known for a number of outdoor activities.
including parasailing, scuba diving and horseback
riding. Senior Lauren Hospital, who visited
Cancun, said she enjoyed •norkeUng, shopping
and bargaining at the outdoor markets
Scuba diving and snorkeling are the most popular
daytime activities in Cancun, according to www.cancun.com. At Scuba Cancun, Cancun •> first dive shop
since 1**80, Captain Luis Hurtado and his instructors
will take tours on jungle snorkel adventures and scuba
diving with dolphias for under $100.

—(4

Alternatives

The hotel we stayed at was full of
other Spring Breakers, and that made
it even more fun.
— Sarina Anch
junior

99
Cancun also is famous for its night life Junior Julie
Catoggio, who spent her Spring Break in Cancun last
ve.ir. enjoyed the popular night clubs Senor Frogs and
Coco Bongo. Coco Bongo has been rated best LatinoAmerican dance club on MTV and on
www.cancun.com. This trendy club features trapeze
acts swinging Ihnuigh the dance club, a disco-themed
room and multiple levels of dance floors.
For those over the legal drinking age ot IS, alcohol
and cover charges can add up, so students should
plan on bringing | suftu-ient amount ol money,
according to Catoggio. And in case of rainy days, senior I .aura Cham? said, "Make sure you bring crossword puzzles or something else to do with your time
because it can get really boring when it rains

Bahamas

Panama City, Florida

If looking for a place to vacation that is cool enough
for MTV and incredibly inexpensive, then Panama
City is probably the best choice.
"The hotel we stayed at was full of other Spring
Breakers, and that made it even more fun," junior
Sarina Anch said.
Anch said the airfare to Panama City can cost
about $300 round trip and the hotel averaged $155
a night. In addition to relaxing in the sun, Anch
said she played volleyball and football on the
beach. Anch also frequented a number of the clubs
in the area including Club La Vela and Harpoon
Harry's. Club La Vela is the biggest club in the
United States, according to www.lajrla.com. On a
vearly basis. Club La Vela will reinvent its different
'.'.'
">••""•<! ™.'m» 10 keep up with the trends.
Thunderdome, the newest themed-addition to the
club is for hip-hop and high dancing energy
The dance clubs may be high energy but they
also may be high priced'Some of the covers for
the clubs can be pretty expensive," Anch said. She
said that the price just to get in the door at some
clubs was as much as $20.
If looking for alternatives to the dancing scene,
there is Panama City Beach's only water park!
Shipwreck Island, for about $24 per person.
Coconut Creek, is another popular attraction that
features mini golf and the Gran maze that is larger than life, according to www.spring-break.net.

Port Lucaya, Paradise Beach and Cable Beach are
just a few of the places to visit when in the Bahamas
After arm ing in Florida, one option for students is a
five-day cruise to the Bahamas with wwu'.svringbrtaklrawt.com. If a Spring Break cruise is entn ing. there are
still plenty of packages left for under $360 dollars.
Packages include travel expenses fn>m Fort
Ixiuderdale, Fla., free meals and free cover charges.
However, junior Katie Billman warned that the tree
meal tickets may be for fast food and "hot dogs"
Senior William Bentgen visited the Bahamas with
eight ot his fraternity bn>thers and planned his trip
through u-w,vstuJcnttrin\!.amt His package cost about
$375. "They made it kxik like a discount, but it really
wasn't," he said. The overall cost may be low for the
packages, however the sen-ice prices can be high.
The shopping prices in the Bahamas are comparable
to that of the United States and are duty-free. The
Bahamas is known for its bargain jewelry, clothing,
leather goods ,md lanteras, according to www.geographa com/baiumtM/ The stores and outdoor markets
with the best prices will post a pink flamingo decal on
their doors and windows. This signifies that they meet
government guidelines for prices and brand products.

Although tropical weather is always a favorite
not all students head south for Spring Break'
Some like senior Jenny Logan, take road trips
with friends. It was a spur of the moment thing "
she said. Logan traveled to her roommate's hometown of Randolph, N.J. with three friends and
then rode a train to New York City. She commented on how pricey everything is in the city, from
clothing to cab rides. However, she enjoyed the
shopping on Fifth and Madison avenues which
span the jewelry, fur and clothing districts.
Even if students can't afford an extravagant Spring
Break getaway, many take day trips. Washington. DC.
Baltimore, Md., Philadelphia, Pa. and Charfottesville
are popular destinations for those craving a change of
scenery, according to junior Kellen Scott.
ast year, junior Christine Chin went to Winter
Park, Fla. through the JMU Alternative

Spring Break program. Ten students went on
.this particular trip, where they worked with
■'/F.steem. a group that allows volunteers to
work with underprivileged, inner-city children. Chin
helped at an after-school program and worked as a
tutor "1 wanted to do something to make a difference,"
she said. This year, Chin is co-leading an Alternative
Spring Break trip to New Orieans.
The best trips may be picked over, but there are
still some destinations available. For more information go to www.jmu.edu/cslMsb.

The Travel Channel's Top
10 Best Spring Break
Destinations for 2003:
1. Panama City, Fla.
2. Cancun, Mexico
3. Lake Havasu , Ariz.
4. South Padre Island, Texas
5. Jamaica
6. Mazatlan, Mexico
7. Daytona Beach, Fla.
8. Key West, Fla.
9. Rosarito Beach, Mexico
10. Bahamas
according to hllpJAnveljIixaxryxom
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Focus

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is onlv 1 word:

Conference Assistant

REPUTATION,

..-A Red Experience

and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

■ye*

Communication

Do YOU Have What It Takes?
jQualifications...
•
•
•

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.

Excellent Customer Service
Multi-Tasking and Time Management Skills
Team Oriented

Expectations...

A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.

Available to Work May 12* - Aug. 15, 2003
Attend April Training Sessions
Work in a Fast Paced. Office Environment
Serve as Primary Contact to Camps and Conferences
Be Able to Work Nights. Weekends, and Overnight Shifts

A REPUTATION for stability—while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

Results...
Great Salary: $5000!!!
Great Friends!!!
Great Experience!!!
Info Sessions: 2/12@ 3pm, 2/13@ Spin
In Taylor 405

vents

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

<PalnUd Xady Oattoo

Applications are Available in E&C Office, Taylor 233
Must be Returned by 5pm Friday. February 21nd
Please Contact Joyce Lee, 568-2328 or leeja^jmu.edu

200
TL.
•zrrai-iiionLTUtq
433-5612

(inferences

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

Going

e

Onc

Going

r

r ce

fvv i

(Pheasant (Run Townfwme!S
are almost gon
Only 4 homes left!
If you are an individual or a pair looking for a place
to live, come to the Pheasant Run model home on
Thursday, February 13th from 3-5pm to meet
potential roommates. Pizza and
beverages will be served.
Pheasant Run offers the most comfortable
student housing available, at a price that
can't be beat. Starting at $2707month.
Call 801-0660,
e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
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Filling your 'Bowl' with truth
"Bowling for Columbine" provides shocking
details aboul the truth behind gun violence.
Set story page 14
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"I feel like I'm watching a bad (Mash Out
Posse) show; I can't understand a word
they are saying."
SPENCER WATTS

senior
See story below

Not so 'Ravenous' anymore
'Munkz' ruin
musical appetite
BY MIKI CROSNICKF.R

staff writer
Is the apocalypse upon
this society' Wh.it has anyone
done to deserve this punish
mnt? Richmond's own The
Ravenous Munkz performed
at Mainstreet Bar and Grill
Tuesday night, serving up a
lame show of unoriginality.
There can be no doubt that
the Munkz are hungry. This is
clearly displayed in tha
group's demeanor onstage
and the speed and fervor of its
beats. Unfortunately, the lyrical prowess of the Munkz is
not sufficient enough to articulate this hunger.
A major theme throughout
the night was the bassthumping beats.
The beats were adequate,
although they were very
heavy, had little variation
and
persistently
overwhelmed the vocals. At
points, the lyrics were indiscernible because of the beats.
"I feel like I'm watching a
bad (Mash Out Posse) show, I
can't understand a word they
are saying," senior Spencer
Watts said.
The lyrical content was
.mother one of the Munkz'
problems. The lyrics meshed
with the beats emulating
hard-core rap. There was little introspection offered by
the emcees on these lyrics as
it was clear that they were
more concerned with getting
people moving in sync with
them as they abounded
about
the
stage.
Unfortunately
for
the
Munkz, the crowd was
sparsely
populated, not
occupying much of the
Mainslreel dance floor.

Another problem with the
lyrical presentation of the
Munkz was that they used
many hackneyed phrases.
Excerpts such as, "Hip hop
you the love of my life" and
"we do this thing for y'all/we
keep it moving y'all/the body
moving y'all" are commonplace in rap and are dull.
They spent an inordin.itc
amount of time "representing"
their
hometown,
Richmond, onstage, which
seemed to go over fairly well
only with those in attendance
from Richmond. A bit more
originality on the part of the
Munkz may have infused
energy into the crowd.
One moment of the show
that surpassed the rest was
during the song, "More, more
(demi)." The energy of the
Munkz actually reached the
crowd The beat parallels that
of MM rap song that one
might hear this weekend at an
apartment or fraternity house,
but the crowd appeared sincerely enthusiastic.
Unfortunately
for
Mainstreet, this performer
resulted in a resounding failure. The Munkz' energy, uptempo lyrics and bassthumping beats were consistent.
Unfortunately,
the
Munkz are trying to break
into a genre that already has
a cast of characters who can
do the same thing and do it
much better.
Without a more unique
sound, the aneCBjl lh.il the
Munkz bring never will
reach fruition.
Mon information about
The Ravenous Munkz can be
found on its Web sit.www.rat>enousmunkzxom.

VM

A hip-hop band from Richmond, The Ravenous Munkz, perform at Mainstreet Bar and Grill Tuesday night.

Jammiif for St. Jude Children's Hospital
Up 'Til Dawn sponsors benefit concert for cancer, other illnesses
,
staff writer
Kink out for a good cause
this Sunday at the "St. Jude
Jam," a fund-raising concert
for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital sponsored
by Up 'Til Dawn, a newly
recognized
organization
dedicated to raising money
for the hospital.
The concert will feature five
local bands and four solo acts.
Proceeds will go to St. Jude,
which specializes in "rinding
cures for children with catastrophic illnesses through
research and
treatment,"
according to the St. |ude Web
site, umm.tstfude.org.
According to sophomore Jen
Edwards, main promoter of Up
Til Dawn, the concert will feature local bands such as Shape
of Shade, Unit Five, Midnight
Spaghetti, Blue Mountain
Groove and afunkunation
Food, games and raffle
prizes also will be a part of
the festivilu's
Up Til Dawn became a recognized organization at JMU
last fall, although it has been n\
ognized nationally for four or
BY TRICIA FRKNVII I

SARAH STANiT/rVit/ifiif I

-6 4
You don't have to go to
St. Jude to benefit from
their research.
— Meg I);ilmill
Up Till Dawn eucutne director

five years, accord ing to sophomore Meg Dalmut, Up Til
Dawn's executive director. The
members are trying to get the
word out about themselves this
year, Fdwards said.
Edwards said the bands
recruited for the event were
mostly people members of Up
Til Dawn knew and convinced to get involved.
Dalmut said that Up 'Til
Dawn hopes to sell half ot
the 600 tickets allotted to
sell. "It should be a spectacular event," she said.
Junior Amanda Russell has
never heard of Up Til Dawn,
hut Mid she thinks "that it
really portrays JMU and JMU

students in a positive light,
which is always good for the
school." She also said it is
good "that we're actually
doing something for other
people and not stuck in our
own little circles of influence."
Russell said she dehmtelv
would consider going "because
it's for such a good cause."
Up Til Dawn is made up of
10 teams, each comprised of 10
people. Fach group is asked to
raise 51,000 for St. Jude and is
supervised by a group ot MM
utive board members.
St. Jude is located in
Memphis, Tenn. and was
founded
by
entertainer
Danny Thomas, according to
the St. Jude Web site.
Fdwards said most ot St
Jude resear. h is done on different types of cancer. According
Dalmut, about 43*0 patients
are seen every year
"They focus on children
and they only treat children," she said.
Money is not a prerequisite for treatment it the hospital, Fdwards said, because
"St. Jude won't turn anybody
away," regardless of insur-

ance or financial status
The hospital has Ixvn open
for41 years and "bad* the world
in cancer research," Dalmut said.
The ho-pttal sh.irvs .ill of its
research information with any
doctors treating cancer patients,
regardless of whether thev are
JMnrnN.it St Jude
"You don't have to go to St.
Jude to benefit from their
IWSMdt, -he said.
Federal grants and fund raising are the main sour..
money for St. Jude, IXilnuit arid
I^st year. Up Til Dawn
raised $16,500 for St. Jude and
they hope to raise betwivn
$20,000 and $25,000 th iswg
Doors open at 3 p.m.
Sunday Feb. 2 in PC Ballroom.
Up Til Dawn is asking for an $8
donation for pre-sale tickets.
Tickets an-$10 at thedooi
To be placed on a will call list,

contact tin' croup ii untildttWrtOhottmiLami. For pre s.ilr
tickets, stop by the Up Til Dawn
Office kxaUd in the Corner
Pocket in Taylor Down Under
For more information about
St. Jude ChUdiari - Raaaarch
I loaphal check out their ottu Lai
Web aHa .it wwnMfitdtJtra

justincase you need something to do 'Every Thursday ... Night'
BY ASHLF.Y LUSK

staff writer
University Program Board
is sponsoring its newest program "Every Thursday [Me
Night Music," lonighl starring
liistmt i-r an up-and-coming
sibling trie), which will perform from 10 p.m. to 1*30
a.m. al Hie College I enter
The band justincase is composed of Justin. Nick and
Hannah Tosco of Charlotte. NC
aged W, 17 and 16, respectively
justincase's newest single is
"Don't Cry For Us," an unexpectedlv sweet collaboration of
alternative/nick beats and

MOaVpau lyrics with influence
from Thin) f-ye Wind .ind the
POO Lighters. The band recently
signed with Maverick Records,
the same company that pn>duces such artists as Michelle
Branch. Alanis Morrisette and
Paul Oakenfold. In addition to
pl.i\ ing, lead singer Justin wnrte
all the songs that appear on
their debut album, including a
duet with Michelle Branch
{umnmmerickxom).
" I met the members of justincase some time ago," freshman
Dana
Dabbenigno
said.
They're .ill very (denied, very
versatile gniup."

Between appearances on
Total Request Live and concerts,
justincase quickly is making a
name for themselves .is genuine
musicians, according to junior
Cabby Revilla, UPB director of
media and public relations.
While many music critics condemned the pop genn? for its
lack of true musical talent,
justincase already is winning
rave reviews for their ability to
actually play the music they
sing according to a^views on
www.maverickxvm.
The "Every Thursday Late
Night Music" began last week
with fhe group "Small Town

Workers" and will continue
every Thursday night showi asing new artists that have
bean steadily gaining popularity. Last week, 48 student!
attended according to Revilla.
"It (Kvery Thursday Late
Night Music) started off as
an alternative to partying on
Thursday nights and it is certainly one of the goals, but
we also wanted to really
bring some quality music to
campus," Revilla said.
'Tenn Sate and WVU
(West Virginia University)
have had a lot ot success
with late night program-

ming," Revilla said. Thev
do variety shows; ours is
very different because we
only do music, mostly music

-6 6We... wanted to really
bring some quality
music to campus.
— Gabby Revilla
UPB director of mcJu and
public relations

59

thai is not trom this .irea
L PR's goal is to pick a
Vattet) <'l bands (0 draw in
all kinds ot students. Kevilla
said. "We were looking for
bands that sounded good and
that wen in thr budget ,irui
WOUld attract a Crowd."
justincase was suggested by a
former UPB director ot musical events
"(Every rhuraday late
Night Music) is quality
entertainment and another
alternative
to
parts ing
Thursday nights,
Revilla
Hid We just wanted to give
people more options

14
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Final three seek
HE CINEMA SCOOP 'Joe Millionaire'

Go 'Bowling' for wake-up call
R\

TOM BI

PPLBR

contributing writer
Mil li.u-l Morjfe, .uilhor 01
"Stupid White Man," bringi hit
diicumi'nt.irv "Bowling lor
Columbine" .is ,1 crutMng blow
for th.' pin loVOI »»t Amen,.!

and .i sobering tvaka-up at to
everyone MIM
Tho film is itMtttM in iK
iniplii.ilinns md slxvkinj; in ils
ren>city at attacking an issue. At
many poinh. in the film, ll WM
difficult to winch wh.it Mumhad to show next. It's a pictunevoyona ou^ht to stv That's
about the n«ht description for
something as shattennn .is this.
Moore's subject is our
country's fascination with
guns. Moore points out that
Americans r.ilh behind the
Second Amendment and
cheerfully arm themselws
with handguns and assault
rifles as children shoot up
schools and playgrounds II,
shows how C ongrcssmen
attempt to field answers to
every tragedy, blaming inept
parenting or targeting vio-

Those who tuned in Monday
mav think otherwise. In one
scene, Sarah and Marriott,
wearing microphones, walked
a
student
slain
at a loaded gun in the house'
out ot camera range Viewers
"BOWLING FOR
Columbine. He simply projheard mi»ans, gntans and other
It is admirable that Moore
COLUMBINE"
ects sadness over the death notes the race issue and weeks, vlsweu will SM one ot noises, all captioned
STARRING:
of his child and doesn't care moves on His isn't a one- (he three women still in the runSarah could be catty.
MICHAEL MOORE,
to point a finger.
sided argument inviting liber
ning on "Joe Millionaire," taped Hunter suggested
MARILYN MANSON
Moore establishes the prob- als to walk out holding a vic- last tall, get the shock of her life
I think jealousy and inseculem of gun violence in America tory .nor conservatives
when bachelor Bvtfl Marriott rity make you talk about other
RATED:R
with
statistics
—
the
annual
fatalWhat
he
really
wants
to
com[Weals
that
he's
worth
closer
to
people,
and they wemn't talking
RUNNING TIME:
ity rate involving firearms in the ment (■! ts the seiMekssntss of gun 50 bucks than $50 million.
very nicely about me," Hunter
120 MINUTES
United States is about 600 percent violence and the fact that it doesn't
Viewers have been in on the said. "Sarah has some great
greater than in Kngland, Waive haw to happen. It dosi happen
Fox n*aIity series fokeevei since qualities, but she's got some bad
(rermany, Canada, Mexico because this is a natkr\ looking owr Marriott, a construction worker qualities, too. She got a little too
Australia and China. Moore fol- our shoulders in constant, point- in millionain's clothes, began tipsy on her date with Bvsfl."
lence in films and anarchist knvs this with a darkly comic car- less
tear
"Bowling
for whittling down the field of 20.
Sarah also has an adventurous
Ivries in music.
toon short detailing the history of Columbine" is not so much an Mom than 20 million people side she has hackpacked thwugh
The miTvie actually was btkxl America, from our butchering cif argument as it is a heartbreaking tuned in Monday to see him cut Monxxo and lived in Spain.
as a satire of those blaming the native Americans to our story that unfortunately hap- the group from four to three.
And the busty blonde's best
milk's and music, commenting toitchering of each other to the pens to be taM
So who are the last few feature? "I get compliments on
that it is as ridiculous to blame passing of gun laws.
wanna-be lovers?
mv eves'' she savs on the Web
them as it is to blame txnvling,
The film also illustrated
site "But I like to think that my
Here's a peek:
*■
k*y *.
which was the class the killers that racism has held strong
Zors ,w.t\ en-haired 29-year- best feature has more to do with
should haw been attending when over the centuries — Who
SMfcAeM e*e»eirs>Sissisaiai
old beauty from l-ambcrtvillc, my personality."
***** ind ••• fn mM»«fpMt«
they went on their rampage.
would ve guessed that the
\|, works as a substitute
Melissa M„ a 24-year-old
One of Moore's mtervie- National Rifle Association
Gmmm wotitw
teacher and says she's si IK
customer service rep from
w res is shockrocker Marilyn was founded the same year
imaginative,
compassion, ite Minneapolis, Minn., said she\
Manson, who muses on as the Ku Klux Klan?
WM lor Itai ona U ptoy
and kind.
driven and outgoing Viewers
•t Or»flon-Slov»«
times when entertainment
That's one of Mix>re's most
Zora
Fox wont release might also add: She can't cook.
was just entertainment and resonant points — that the
any ot the women's lasi names
"I'm sorry, but who doesreal violence was held at a American people can feel justisaid on the network's "Joe n't know the difference
more somber level Another fied despite having no real
WmO HCOrtO I™.
Millionaire" Web site that she between garlic and onions1
ft
mMngoIfiaMm?
Interviewee is the parent ot answer when asked, "Why keep
has a thing for calla lilies and Hunter asked, referring to
loves the aoenfl of ttlsca Her Melissa s botched cooking
meal of ihoice? It's a toss-up date with Marriott.
between Italian and Japanese.
Melissa cites Italian as her
She's likely to order a cosmopol- cuisine oJ choke; tor a cocktail,
itan or an apple martini, though she's up for a dirty martini
she claims to be content with a
Viewers will see Marriott's
school. I remembered the bus bottle of brew, too.
final choice and the women's
rides that dropped students off
"The nicest girl of the bunch reaction. I eh 17
at their individual homes IsZonV raid Melissa )o Hunter,
IXspite "Joe Millionaire's"
instead of at some distant inter ■ who was cut Monday. "She was high ratingi, not everyone is a fan.
section and those textbooks in a polite, but very quiet."
Psychiatrist t ,,nJ Siltz, chairtight pile braced between mv
Sarah, 29, a sales executive woman of public information at
arm and my side - everything fmm I *»s Angeles. C alif. is a the \ew York Psychiatric
from that one smell
vegetarian with a degnv in phi- Institute in Manhattan N.Y., has
But when' does this smell losophy She said she "horns to found it depressing at times.
come fn»m7 Is it some hypnotic
lite of experiences that
"This show is sad, because they
pheromone that publishing teach me to be stnmg, wise, lov- all stwn ti > want to go with the guy
companies inject into their ing and compassionate She wholoobtspoct"shcsaid "I'd tike
by senior writer
books, something to induce also said she went on the show to believe tlvit. as ,i culture, we
Zak Salih
poor, dependent readers like for the adventure, not the plaoB moa' value on what someone
myself into continuously buyhas going on UOStsJll
intake of breath through the basement — hopelessly bored, ing and leading books? What is
nostrils was like discovering suffering from an extremely the chemical composition of
the past via osmosis.
serious case of cabin fever — such a scent? Is it toxic* Will it
If you're thinking this is a brought me across a stack of poison my mind?
slow idea week for AU Things Old, flimsy Arabic language
This last question I doubt,
Literary, you're only half wn BHj
handbooks fn»m my brief unless you call voracious readBecause in all seriousness, there tenure at an Islamic private ing and the penning of a weekan- many readers out then- who school. It was your basic begin- ly book column hazardous to
smell books and notloa the ner's book that leaches how to your haarth
peculiar, authentic odor th.it wrtta ii»' beauttful but oompk Evan ii there wen romi
perfumes the air after the con- letftea accompanied by pictures science behind the distinct
stant turning of pages.
of houses, boats, water and smells of books — whether
For constant readers like lions A long inhalation and ii s the dank, cloying musk
my ancestors and I, the smell through the magic.ilnustK.il of a used book or the crisp,
of a particular book can be like process of memory association sanitized smell of a newa bookmark in the history of the must)' scent took me back to release — I'd prefer not to
our lives, taking us back to a the crowded hallways, the read about it in some BdetV
distinct time and place in our ridiculous formal clothes, the tific journal (which itself
lives. It's like charting a map white and green P.E. uniforms would smell of ink and
of what we've read, where that only could be worn on newsprint, the odor of facts
we've been, where we might Tuesdays and Thursdavs, the recorded and
mysteries
possibly go and what we struggle of trying to learn solved). I'd rather smell mv
might possil \\ n ad
another language — a struggle I books in peace, with the
An example, using yours had given up on long before authors and publishing comtruly: A recent trip to the familv llSfeaBRlng 10 the local public panies acting as my enablers
BY DONNA PI. I KO//I LLO

New York Daily News
They've schemed, backstabbed and banxl ne.irlv .ill to
land a man.
And in less than three

Books can be sniff down memory lane
My mother tells me her
side of the family has a long
history of smelling books. I
guess that, like many forms
of drug abuse, it runs in the
genes.
flowing
down
through the generations. A
great grandmother PreSSOl
her nose into the rough
pages .it her elementary
school reader in some
Midwest town and almost a
century later I sit in .i modern-day library miming the
same action with books both
old and new, as if performing
some age-old ritual handed
down through the decades.
I used to think 1 WM the
Oflh one who noticed the smell
of books Every so often I'd
sneak ,i quick sniff, like some
dnig-ebussf t.iking a huff of
u.is through a papa Ku; Soon
enough, 1 WM smiting even
hook I OD4 my hands on in
some obeeeem compulsive,
desperate attempt to collect
and file every different fragrance then- was, classifying
them with all the meticulous
new Of I innaeus organizing the
natural world. Trips to the
bookstore became visits to
cologne kiosks — tlashlightarmed excursions into the bow
els ot tfafi familv storage nxtm
to uncover discarded novels
and textbooks were trips to the
museum where ever) sharp

Literary

"Oh baby, you,

you got what 1
need♦♦♦ "
- (Biz Markie

T)o you got what
we need?

If you're interested h replacix)
Brema ad Alteon next ye* (sniff, sniff),

come to the Breeze Open House Moa Feb. I at BO pm
(

BreezeSty(e@fiotmaiCcom

Charity Event
*

■ lame* ITlcffonc Antique 'Jeweleny

***

will be giving away $50 to 2 individuals
wearing any t-shirt with our logo!

jyU JAMES IMCHONE
antique

^ ^ jewelry

The event's proceeds will benefit

ST. JUDES CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
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SPORTS

>- Tough stretch ahead
Women's basketball will
face lough opponents over
next four games.

Scoreboard
WMnratay,

IM.

29
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"You've got to be on your Ps and
Qs every night and quite frankly
a little bit of slippage can create
some problems for you."

Wmttlm

SHERMAN DILLARD

20
12

VON
IMU

men's basketball coach

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tribe tops JMU

Not out of steam

Dukes' second half rally falls short

Coach Dillard believes his team
isn 't down for the count just yet

The Dukes came from 16
points down to pull within 2
points, but could not even the
score in the final seconds as
(MU fell to the College of
William & Mary M-Su
Wednesday night.
JMU rallied in the Iin.il
three minutes with the help
of four .1-pointers in the second half from senior guard
David Fanning, who finished
with 26 point-.
A 3-pointer in the final
minute pulled the Dukes to
within 2 points |MU then
stopped the Tribe on the other
end to get the ball back with
under 35 seconds to play.
W&M, which had bull to
give at the end, used them to
help run out the clock.

With 10.6 seconds to play,
junior guard Chris Williams
missed a runner to He the
game W&M's Adam IXiggins
grabbed the
Wednesday rebound and
was fouled
W&M
with 3.9 sec
onds left He
missed the
front end of
the one-andone giving JMU one last
chance. However, junior forward Dwayne Broyles missed
a 3-pointer at the buzzer
The Tribe led 34-24 at the
half. The Dukes fall to 7-12
overall and 3-6 in the CAA.
JMU will host Hofstra
I mversily Saturday at 7p.m.
—from staff reports

BY DAN BOWMAN

H11-: PlIOTiVM.m CimueUa
Junior guard Chris Williams, right, throws a no-look pass to rodsMrt senior center Kenny Whttehead during a recent game.

FOOTBALL

break the season.
"First of all this league is .1
very good league," Dillard
said. "You've got to be on your
Ps and Qs every night and
quite frankly a little bit of slip
page can create some paxSlems for you. Everybody's
hungry and like I've said
before, there's a lot of parity."
But with a record of 7-12
overall and 3-6 in the Colonial
Athletic Association with just M
games remaining, time is running out for [MU. Four of the
Dukes' next five games aft
against the CAA's top four
teams — the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington.
see JMU, page 16

CYCLING

Dukes add another
LeZotte to roster
Tony LeZotte, the younger
brother of red-shirt sophomore
quarterback Matt l.eZotte,
recently orally committed to play
for JMU next fall.
The 6-foot-l, 180-pound
high school senior from
Augusta, Ga. has been recruited as both a wide receiver and
a safety. This past season for
Westside
High
School,
I^Zotte caught 15 balls tor
292 yards, while defensively
he collected 114 tackles and
three interceptions

assistant spans editor
Sherman Dillard continues
to believe his team is capable
of making a late season rally,
despite comments published
Tuesday in the Daily NewsRtcord by senior forward Ian
Caskill that the Dukes "quit"
in their 74-56 loss at Old
Dominion University )an. 25.
Caskill told the NewsRecord. "We just kind of quit
the last game. I felt like we
gave up. We made a few
mistakes, and we just hung
our heads "
Dillard said Tuesday he
believes his team hasn't run
out of steam yet, and that
one loss won't make or

LeZotte also was clocked
as running the 40-yard dash
in 4.48 seconds.
Older brother Matt said
Tuesday he tried to stay out of
the recruiting process as much
as possible to allow his
younger brother to make up
his own mind.
"I think me being here helped
him make a decision," Matt said,
"but I think the fact he'll have a
chance to play and be successful
was probably the main reason."
—from staff reports

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU's test run
Three of Dukes9 next four
games against top CAA teams
BY DRHW WILSON

sports editor
They say to be the best, you
have to beat the best. If the
Dukes want to be considered
one of the best teams in the
Colonial Athletic Association,
they'll have to pn>ve it over their
next four games. Three of those
four games are against opponents either tied with or on top
of JMU in the CAA standing.
The Dukes travel Thursday
to the University of Delaware,
which is currently second in the
CAA with a 6-1 record. Then
JMU returns home to face
Drexel University, George
Mason University and Old
Dominion University. MMOn
currently is tied with JMU for
fourth in the conference with a
CAA record of 4-3, while ODU
is atop the CAA with a 7-0 mark.
"Any CAA game is going to
be important, but we an* well
aware of the fact that the next
few opponents &TV at the upper
echelon of the CAA," interim
coach Kenny Brooks said.

look at that .is | challenge and
we know that if we come out,
play well, take care of business
and play like we're capable of
playing, then we can beat those
trams ,md also btxtster our status. We're kx>king forward to it
and we're glad we're playing
well at this time."
The Dukes arc coming off a
three-game winning streak,
including a 65-62 win Sunday
over the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington, which
was ranked second in theCAA
at the time. The Seahawks now
have dropped to third in the
standings with a 6-2 conference record.
The win over UNC-W was
very important for the Dukes,
especially for their confidence, according to senior
guard Jess Cichowicz.
"It all started on Sunday,"
Cichowicz said. "That was a
huge win for us A loss there
takes our confidence down
,■ 1)1 KKS ,",iyi- It

Me
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ODU
7
o
Delaware
6
i
UNC-W
6
2
JMU
4
3
4
3
GMU
4
3
VCU
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3
5
William&Mai y 1
6
Hofstra
1
6
0
7
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Hot wheels:

Senior Erin North
enjoys racing bicycles
locally, nationally

Story by contributing writer Kit Collins • Graphics by art director Nate Tharp
She laces up her shoes,
zips up her windbreaker and
adjusts
her earwarmer.
Despite the 111 llmisM weather, senior Rrin North has been
waiting all day to climb the
hills of Harrisonburg on her
bike. Unlike most students
who dread walking from
Harrison Mall to the parking
garage, all this adventurcIMIBM (an do is grin and bear
it. After all, her six rides a
week are what guaranteed
her success at December's
world famous bike race
known as Cyclocross.
Originally from Culpepper
County, North said she
always has been an athlete.
Beginning with Softball at age
7, she has attempted a large
variety of sports, everything
troni i ross<ountry running to
cross-country skiing.
Alter playing soccer for
eight years. North decided to

Bee how fast she could BO on
wheels. During her senior
year of high school, she would
go on weekly rules with her
friends, just to see when' a
bike could take her.
On luly 4, 1W», North let
her natural competitiveness
get the best ot her .it her first
race in Culpepper. DjMcal ■
flat tin', she placed third and
decided that racing was definitely hcl *..illine,
She continued to enter
more races, including a race
called the Six-Pack, which
bllCM pl.ue on Lookout
Mountain in the George
Washington National forest

rswr {MmiiHon.
"That race really got me
into biking," North said
"People were all dressed up
in funny polyester cortllinil
ruling down the mountain.
Iiisl there having tun It was
really inspiring to see so

tc
I just go out and
ride and make sure
it stays fun. That's
what it's all about.
-Erin North
senior

—95many people who really had
a passion for the sport."
During another race, the
first
time junior Kirk
Hetherington saw her ride
(hnt- years ago, then'was one
section of the race that passed
over a hornet's nest.
"The hornets didn't think
much of the cyclist taking over
their nest and tix>k their anger
out on Inn bv stinging her

countless times,'' Hethenngton
explained. "They ended up
hurting her pretty Kid but that
never stopped her fn>m racing
her bike."
Unfortunately hmwwr.
North's passion was put to a
halt after a snowboarding incident, during which her knee
was injured seriously. After
surgery to repair tin* sewncarri ledge and hone wear in
her knee, her fix us was to get
better so she could ride her
bike again. She began working
with the Trek Volksw agon East
Coast Factory Team, by helping with the media work and
n'porting tor the team It wasn't long after her rehabilitation
that the team asked her to join
them in their training
As the youngest member of the team. North said
she is, "very lucky to have
see NORTH, page 18
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JMU: Panic time? DUKES: Road victories
JMU, from page /">

tlv Lni\iTsjlv of Nnna and
1 M-M'l University — withthnvot
those games being pl.iw\l MVa)
tmm tmConvocmon* MB
I >ill.ird though. rvnuins 00nfident that his U\im CM pull
through NgvdlvM ot the
upcoming competition.
"r-'or.ill intents <inil purposes

we had t-MTv dunce to win th.it
(Virginia
Commonwealth
University) gam*', we jun CUM
up short," Dillard KM. "ll got
away tmm us. obviouslv n the
Old Dominion game. I guess in
anv endeavor vou've got to try
lO dial those moments — the
(tone Mason type of intensity,
the VCU intensity — and hopefully carry them ova."
junior forward Dwayne
Broyles said IK- personally had
not given up on the season and
felt Caskill's reaction was mainly due to the team's poor showing against (he Monarchs.
"I'm not down," Bfoylei
said. "We have lit man g.inu-s
left and as far as I know the rest

support Ian on what he said
there, but I mean I was trung
as hard as I could even,- time I
w,is m there."
Dillard said in order for his
team tit get back on track it needed to put up more consistent
numbers. So far this season, JMU
has shot only 42 percent from the
field as ,i team, and has failed to
produce a double-double since a
Dec. 30, 2002 loss at home to
Appalachian State University. In
that game two Dukes, Broyles
and red-shirt senior center
Kenny Whitehead, each recorded a double-double in points and
rebounds. Bn»yles scored 11
points and grabbed 11 boards,
while Whitehead finished with
12 points and 11 rebounds.
"We love to have balance
where we have five guys in doubk' figures and our two big guys
have double-doubles," Dillard
said. "But I think realistically i*
we can get three guys that can
step up and contribute with a
high degree of consistency then
you'll see us take advantage."

ot the team fees the MOM way
We lost by 18 or 20, but I don't
think I sensed any quit in any-

boch
Broyles, who was elected
.is ,i co-captain along with
senior guard David Tanning
in the oil-season, also said
getting up for games has not
been a problem to this point.
adding he tries to motivate
the team before every game.
"I do it (motivate the team)
every game," Broyles Mid
"Rvery game 1 try anil get mv
teammates ready as well as
tnyeetf. That's just something I
do all the time. Some people
may respond, some may not,
but I always sa\ what I have to

lay before me gun
Red-shirt
senior guard
Charlie Hatter agreed with
Caskill's comments nnd said the
team needs to learn how to have
fun on the court again.
I guess when you're down
18 with I couple Of minutes to
go you're probably not going to
come back," Hatter said. "I

key for upcoming stretch

DUKES, from page 15

going into this important
sln'trh It was a great win tor us
and got out QonAdaMfl up. It
prepared us well tor our tough
games coming up."
Brooks agreed that the win
was big.
"It was a big kick-start. Wv
had been playing OK basketball.
but we knew we wen- ^ apable ot
winning that ballgame," Bnioks
said. "It was good to execute,
because we have had some close
games against some gixid opponents this year and we've come
up short."
Brooks said the team has to
finish games better, especially
on the road. JMU played well
against teams like Virginia Tech,
the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte and Old
Dominion, but they didn't finish the game.
'We let a few get away from
us early in conference play," red-

shin senior guard |ixiy It'Rose
said. "We need a couple of big
win iust Hoe UNC -w. to help
our ranking and help our team."
Against Delaware Thursday,
the Dukes will tun t to do something they haven't done this
season — win a conference
game on the nvid. JMU is 0-3 in
that category
We know 1*6*11 on the
road, but we just think 01 it as
'we need a win,'" I.eRose
said "Delaware is a good
team and they are ranked
higher th.in we in bl eonlerence play and it's very important that we capture it."
When the Dukes return
home Sunday against Drexel,
they will need to take advantage i>l the IhfW Wim home
stand because the Dukes
won't see the Convocation
Center much after that. Five
of their last seven game-, .ire
on the road.

"The general rule with conference play ideally is to win all
MMII home games and steal a
couple on the mad because it's
Mwetl to play at home,"
Cichowicz said. "So definitely
we have really big games coming up. If we can get some wins,
we re looting, really good."
Tile next four games will also
have a big impact in the long
run Depending on the outcome,
they will decide the Dukes Lite
when the CA A Tournament rolls
anmnd in March.
"Of course you want to put
youneV. in a good position for
seeding, but we just want to win
games and prove that we can
compete and that our first coupk' of games weren't characteristi. of how we're capable of
plaving," senior
forward
Nadine Morgan said. "It's
important to win on the road
and especially against these
te,im~ we have coming up."

'/. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

JMU, "SAY UNIT
<

I
)

Ditt c^tyfihbtt'i ox
Chili i qift ctxtificatc
fox that special somiont.

14

on *v<iCtnKnt s Aiu,

II

Specializing in
In-Home Parties,
Lingerie, Lotions,
Laughter & FUN!
Novelties, Bodywear,

IIMDr.imA.1
(just off University Brvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9010

Adult Toys
& Sensual Aids.
Call for monthly specials*

3171 S Main St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-6*00

•& discounts*
LESSON tf MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONE Y!

Call for more details and
reserve a party date now!
\

■»* /

The card It FREE
Every 6* wean m tree
Prepaid option (major credit cardt accepted)
AaendenU tnt—blt Fn & Sat 10-i2noon/1 -4pm (Sun - Thu v

>

(540) 433-1001 • (540)434-5146
MommaG7@aol.com

LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE ■ LESS WORK - MORE PLA Yl

•

FlUNKHOUSER & ASSOCIATES PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.

The MOST CHOICES in Student Housing
Need Housing for 2003? We have many options to meet your needs.

UVUNIIU
Hunters Ridge
Condominium*

Madison Terrace

iunters Ridge
I /I.I nhomes

Madison Square

Mountain View

I iiiversify Place

Madison Manor

Gingerbread House

Foxhill Townhomes

Country Club Court
To'wnhomes

College Station

Large Selection

if Houses

\fndi\nn itiiru

Devon Lane
Totvnhomes

13 Port Republic Rixul
in/i' a funhhousermanageiHtnt.com

Duke Gardens

FUNKHOUSER
cA ASSOC1 VI IS
Property Management, Inc.

434-5150
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SPORTS

*

-Clubs
-Reunions

-Corporate

Sororities

-Mouse Pads

-Fraternities

-Schools

-Banners

-Teams

-Business

-Fundraisers

-Vehicle Magnets

-Photo T«
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OPEN HOUSE

Sarvlng Tha Shmnmndomh Vallmy For 20 Ymmrs
IFrom One to One fIhousandl
All Services In-Housa
-Embroidery
-Athletic Design
-Screen Printing
-Graphic Design
-Digitizing Available
Rush Orders Welcome

30, 2003 I

All interested in applying for Monday 5:00pm
an editorial or advertising
peD# 3
position for next year
should attend.

Refreshments Provided

Jr* B«. Bums BE Sunn -y.

'JBowleyf
February 23, 2002
at Val,e Lanes
For Kids' A^
y
Bowling Alley
Sake / J Register Your Team Today

*3

BIG BROTHERS

Bii SISTERS

COSMIC BOWLING
FREE game, FREE shoes, and great prizes!

All teams will Bowl for Kids' Sake on Saturday, February 22, 2003,
between 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Valley Lanes.
Please call us at 433-8866 If you have any questions.

BAND LINE UP:

Thursday ■
Frid<

1950-A

hat can a

DEYERLI: AVE. HARRISONBURG

-'"Shamelessly entertaining"

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

Akiompub com

Washington Post

If you think you don't like Shakespeare,
11 haven't been to Blackfriars.

Master of Accounting

Our style is serious fun.

do for you?

ShenandoSh Shakespeare does it with the lights on so that audience members
can SPe the actors, our beautiful theater, and each other

Find out at the College of William & Mary!

The shows last about two hours, and you don't need to dress up.

MAC Open House

0 student rush tickets are available an hour before most shows.
Whatever you buy at our bar, you can bring into the theater

s

Saturday, February I *

We've been on stage for 14 years
and performed in 47 states and five foreign countnes

Board of Visitors Board Room • Blow Hall 3rd Floor
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm

Since September 2001, when we opened Blackfriars Playhouse
the world's only re-creation of Shakespeare's indoor theater
more than 50.000 people (from 49 states) have come to the show.
Have you'
Now's the time to pin the lun at

Francis Beaumont's

For more information or to RSVP

The Knight of the Burning Pestle

call 757-221-2875 or e-mailMAC@business.wm.edu

imnwiir Homer and Manse Simpson iwiiin; Uoksta to a Cbekboi pia>.
□tabtol on si.ijr \iltli Bart, and trjtSJtOtan it Into Indiana Jones.

Opening Friday, Jan. 31, at 7:30 p.m..
followed in a reception with the acton

TheCxOtgtOf

KUIIS

WLLLIAMcifMARY

iluuii^li March 21) .iml Bfata this summer

www.shanandoBhshakespeare.coin
540.885.5588
10 S. Market St.
In award-winning downtown Staunton, VA

hW/IAfllLOW'/

Masterpiece Season
College of flits and Letters

Sunday, February 2, 2003
fill seats reserved.
$22 fldalts, $18 Seniors.
$12 JMU Students and Children

James Madison University
fill performances are at 7:30 p.m. Wilson Hall
Information: Harrison Hall. Mon-Fri Noon-4 pm
Order by Phone: 568-7000. Toil Free: (877) 201-7543
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NORTH: "Keeping the sport fun"
SORTH, from page 15

experienced riders who have
been really enthusiastic about
giving advice."
With no coach, the members
an? forced to be sel(-motivated,
and that's exactly what North is.
"I usually stray from the
training a coach would prescribe," North said. "I just go out
and ride and make sure it stays
fun. Triafs what it's all about"
Apparently, her motto of
"keeping the sport fun" was beneficial to her riding, as it took her
all the way to San Francisco,
Calif., for what is known to the
cycling industry as "the steeplechase of cycling," or Cyclocross.
Held on a vineyard outside of
Napa Valley, the high-speed
races usually last no more than
an hour. Over 8,000 fans watch
as riders compete on tightly
woven courses that include turf,

dirt and pavement for surfaces
but also feature run-ups, dismounts, drop-offs, barriers and
other terrain elements that force
riders to run with their machines
at high speed. According to
North, the natural and manmade obstacles force riders to
dismount and carry their bikes.
Amidst the 12 inches of rain
that accumulated over the two
days of racing, North managed
to finish fourh in the Women's
Collegiate National race, as well
as second in the Espoir (under
23) Women's race.
"This race gave me a chance
to show people that I'm getting
there," North said.
Fellow
rider
Jeremiah
Bishop, who moved
to
Harrisonburg several years ago,
said that it was surprising to see
such a young rider finish so
strong. Bishop, who has been

-66I've taken something I
thought was fun and
turned it into something
even more fun.
-Erin North
senior

99
racing for 10 years, said that
Cyclocross really seemed to fit
her riding style.
"She's an aggressive rider
and it suits her strength well,"
Bishop said.
Upon meeting North at
UREC two years ago. Bishop
could easily sense her competi-

tive nature and her motivation
to work hard. "When the1!
doing something, she wants to
do her best," he said.
Though one would never
know it from talking to her. North
is definitely a competitor at heart.
"Erin is generally an easygoing, fun person... but that all
changes when she's on her
bike," Hetherington said. "She's
a competitor to her bones and is
always looking to win."
North said, "I just have a
lot of enthusiasm. I've taken
something 1 thought was fun
and turned it into something
even more fun."
Her
enthusiasm
is
expressed in all aspects of her
life, not just cycling. The
geology major says that
school definitely comes first
and has learned to work
around her difficult class

load. Besides participating in
the triathlon club, she also
works 10-12 hours every
week
at
Responsive
Management, an environmental research and management team located in downtown Harrisonburg.
The business sponsored
her at Cyclocross, along with
Funkhouser and Associates.
MASMAUtttn Resort and
Bikestop, the bike store that
North frequents, were also
"very enthusiastic" in the
opportunity
to
sponsor
North, she said. Hilton
Garden Inn of San Francisco
paid for her lodging during
the entire race weekend.
"I really couldn't have done
it without my sponsor's support," North said.
According
to
Heather
Herrick, a JMU staff member

who was a spectator at
Cyclocross, it was even a benefit
to the University that North was
able to attend the race.
"Erin is a great representative
for JMU because she is a determined sports woman," Herrick
said. "She represents the school
with grace and enthusiasm."
North plans on continuing
her racing after she graduates in
May. Over the summer, she will
participate in her first team
relay
race
called
the
Volkswagen Snowshoe. This 24hour relay race consists of each
team member alternating laps
of 11 miles each.
North admits that she's a little nervous to be riding for someone other than herself, but she
says she's looking forward to it.
"There's nothing you can't
do on a bike. Nothing can be
better," she said.

Want to write for sports? Contact Drew
or Dan at x8-6709 or send an email to
breezesports @hotmail. com

WATOUST?
m 4\\!ll& VAC.Y^>
i

..Been on a waiting list for too long?

Prevent a "crappy" situation:
Come to Ashby, where your apartment
will be assigned on-the-spot!

S
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001

The contamination of natural waters with fecal pollution is a continuing
problem in Virginia. Fecal pollution results in a higher risk of disease caused
by fecal pathogens, and the associated high levels of phosphorous and
nitrogen can lead to algal blooms that, when degraded, result in
deoxygenalion of waterways. This situation is currently leading to a
deterioration of the aquatic environment in the Chesapeake Bay. The extent of
fecal contamination in water is determined by counting the numbers of
indicator bacteria. However, identification of the sources of this
contamination in waters receiving mixed agricultural and human waste is
more difficult. Knowledge of the source of fecal contamination is important
because humans are more susceptible to infections by pathogens found in
human feces. Once the source(s) is identified, steps can be taken to control
the influx of fecal pollution and reduce the risks.
Several methods of Bacterial Source Tracking are currently under
development. While no method has been accepted as a "Standard Method,"
many are beginning to show promise. My students and I have developed a
method called antibiotic resistance analysis (ARA). In ARA, antibiotic
resistance patterns of fecal bacteria from known sources are analyzed using
discriminant analysis (a multivariate statistical method), and are then used to
classify bacteria that were collected from polluted waters. Generally, between
60% and 90% of these bacteria are classified correctly. ARA is now being
used in several Virginia watersheds as a part of the cleanup efforts carried out
by the Virginia DEQ. In this lecture. I will describe our current research to
determine the number of known isolates required to represent a watershed,
and to determine the stability (both temporal and geographic) of the
resistance patterns.

Dr. Bruce Wiggins
Madison Scholar for 2002-2003
Department of Biology
12:20 p.m. Burruss Hall, Room 238
Reception to follow in Burruss Hall, Room 336
Friday, January 31,2003

i
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CLASSIFIEDS
CHECK THESE OVTI
leSM. Hick- 10 - 12 large
rooms. Available July or August
2003

Feeling Crampaa? Compart our
spacious houses, dupleiet and
apartments. Sat photos, prices
and currant availability for 3003
2004 at Mww.casrlepropariy.com.

111 <-1) Reservoir - College
Station Available tVOI/O.l
Furnished. W/D. D/W, G/D
WOO

Nags Head - Student summer
rentals. Call 252-255-63J8 ar
seaPreewreanycom.

Call 828-0464 lodav!

4 keroom CoMo lor In . I.R
still everleDle. »250/mo., .asher/
dryer. Hunter's Ridge. Minutes
from JMU 80*937-6791.

75 Falrvlew • 3 bedrooms, rec
room. 1 block from campus. Dsi.
veer lease. August. 1750 4330984
Save* ■aflVaaaa Ham. • (250/
parson. 2 kitchens, 2 baths. Call

21103 - 2004 TownhtHiss?
4 Bedroom. Great location.
Close lo JMU. convenient
to stores, restaurants, etc.
Many extras MUST SEE!
K40 pet bedroom Call for
more information. 433-8423.

OMUO

On. a*
"■■■Ma k» aaaaaal ■
i 3 bedroom townhouso. Waahar/
toftf. dishwasher, less than a mile
from JMU. Musi be mature and
beer friendly 1300/month. Call
S«J. 8OO5411002.

Almost New • large 1 bedroom
apartments. W/0. available
8/17/03. t410-$440 433-1M9

MoMa Ham lor KM - «406"55
Oaposn. 2 baorooms. 1 bath, norv
smoker. Want someone with
considerable horse or ferm
experience, willing to do some
chores. References required Carl
234 8591

filiaeelh Itree! 2008 - 2004 Porches,
hardwood
doors.
Ethernet, all appuances. 568-30A6.
m. Wew Drhra TM • 5 bedrooms,
furnished. Ethernet, groups of 5
preferred. »250/month, 1 year
Mas*) 18/03 8/04) 7034505008.

Good neighborhood close to
campus. Washer/dryer included.
June 03 June '04 lease.
S25uVpenon. Call 433-0380.
day; or 432-1589. evening

AVAILABLE AT
HI Ml (CSRIDGI
A> ailibk summer or fall of 2003.
Please call 540-879-9790.
evenings, or leave s message
at 540-879-2463.

all appliances, available August.
S450 433-1569
aaVA Faintaw - 3 bedrooms, A/C.
DSL. 1 block from campus, year
lease. August, 1825. 4330984

WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-MS
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST (.WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET

l»t« Toyota Camry - 4 door,
power doors, locks, 10 disc CD.
keyless entry, great condition.
$5,000. Call 437 5508

FWrete Caatrtry Satahag - 3 miles
from JMU. 5 badroom. 2 bath,
horse stables, mountain view, pats
allowed $325/room/month axajdaa
utiklies Call 7483234

TTree and Mas, Far saM 9 Super
Swamper
TSL/SX
tires.
30X11 50X15 70% tread Ftva AR787 wheels 15X8 New tires and
rims, $625. Cell 574-1127

4 ■larnai - E Eluabeth. 11.100.
> aaaroaai W Water. 1750. Jura 1.
879M47

Oaanaer/MPS Player Epson
12000 USfl scanner. $80; Hip Zip
MP3 player. 240 MB. $110. Call
Kurt, 5888952 (days).

Fully Fnrnlsh«jttf Tewntiouee ■
Hunters Ridge. 4 badroom. 2
batn. S225/room plus utilities.
A^aMaii now. CWI 540*336385
Hunt.*'. Mage Large 2 BR 2 Bath
Suit* AvailabWi August 2003 Fully
hinwahod. All appliances including
waahar/dryar. dishwasher, dttposa.
Bedrooms wired 'or Ethernet. In
quiet area back of complex. For
details or an appointment call
Da.e. 800-842-2227 or e mail
spyden504Hhentel net.
• 2 blocks.
W/D. available 7/01/03. $535.
Call 4331560.
4 Bassoon leawshauea - 2 1/2 ban.
appliance*. Madison Manor, poo-,
term AwaaMe Aug. 1. 4343790.

OR SALE

3 or 4 Bedroom House

2 HKDKOOM CONDON

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:

11J1 loath Mala ■ 5 bedrooms.
besement. DSL. year leeae. June,
across from campus. 11.375. Call
4330964

8sjet the "total "MM 3 badroom
townhouse available August '03 In
Keister school area S275/parson/
month. Qua* and sat) naighbornooo
garage, large deck, phone and
cable outlets in each room. For
more deteiis or an appointment
cell 800 842 2227 or email
spvoerOOtHnentel net.
I. Maaea (treat - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, appliances. 12 month lease
AveJable Jurat 1. Call 434-3790

nmammammM
VW Cakrle 1*97 • CD. AM/FM.
power locks/steering, now bolts
and tpavk plugs, good condition,
f 9.500. Call Devon. 438C502
2000 Kerala CMMOO - new tiros,
$5,000. o.b.o. Call 271-1089
http//cobgmu odu/b-ke
CaaeFafcaao M^iasaCosvcert
Tickets • Six avallabla. Floor row
29. Roanoke Civic Center. $110
each Call 4330242, leave
massage
1997 Jeaa Wrangler • 8 cyl..
manual. A/C. green/tan. 52.000.
Call 574-1137.
Free Cellee/Tee S.mpi.. this
Weefcl Grft 4 thntt, 227 N. Mam
gaperte* laeais. C—low •#—km
■as • for Map Wrangler 97-03, 2
10* JL audio subwoofars. Call
874-1127.
Only $15 lo run your

Large 1 tearoom Apartments
Sood location, available July 1.
370 Call 4331569

Mountain View
Townhouses

1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

1106 - 3 bedrooms deck
available Aug. 1750

2-M BEDROOM
HOUSES

1103 - 3 btsiroontj. 2 1/2
baths, deck, basement, available

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDEI

Aug J825

University Place

Kline-Riner Rentals

3 bedrooms. 2 baths, deck.
Available |une. S660

438-8800

Call 433-2221

"For Sale" ad for the

umx AROS/MAISA<;KRS/
SUPERVISORS
StMMFJt POSITIONS W NO. VA

$ GREAT PAY WITH BONUS $
www.ptrniatreii4cfpi1iiataac.toni
(al I JtT77.W7iV*5
a national
leadership and honors organisation
is seeking motivated students to
begin J chapter on campus. 3.0 GPA
reCMred. Contact •nto#selhoroni org
eeeereN* ad - lor residential
summer program at UVA lor gifted
students m grades 5 -11. Dates of
employment 6/22 - 8/9/03. For
information and application call
434-924 3182.
Application
deadline 3/01/03 EEO/AA
■ to work
■eh* I M#*>. ■*«.«
Fridays and Saturdays for office
and outside duties. Must be
available for full time in summer.
Located In city and could lead to
hjM-ume employment on graduation.
Good telephone and computer
skills a must 433-1234.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn SI.000- $2,000 this
semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour
fund raising event.
Our program! make fund
ralslag easy with ao risks.

Positions will soon be
available on our editorial
and advertising stafls.
9U1K111M,

Please attend our Open

uaa oun M mi!

House lo find out more
information on these positions.
Monday, Feb 3.5:00pm
Basement of Anthony Seeger l-Ull

1JH.MM»49

•Apply at Jess'
Lunch. Must be available to work
lunches. Freshmen, Sophomores,
and Juniors preferred.

Act Nowt Last chance to (uarantee
the best spring break prices to ae
destlnattons. Reps needed...travel
tree, earn Sit. Group discounts
for &+. Coil 800*3M203.
www. letsuretours com

H.SOO waardy Paiiwasl ■ malar?
our circulars Free information Call
2036830202

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity
•Tennis
•Canoe
-Water Ski
■ Gymnastics
•Saver
Jewelry
•Copper
Enameling
• English
Ffcckog
•Pottery

JMU Sprang ■raah.-An yea OoarajrT
Than go Direct' Book now and get
guaranteed lowest price and free
parties' Campus reps wanted!
Organuw some mends travel free'
We nave zero customer campteints'
1B0O3671252
www spnn^reakdfcwetccm

• Ianospois
• Swim
• Sal
•Kayak
• Theatre
•Nanny
•Video
•Hopes
• Office
• Moral

SPRING
BREflKI
r.i.r.isr.k!
PARTY
CRUISE

June lo August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply online'
TRIPP LAKE CAMP fur Girls
I-JW0-W7-4347
www.Inpplgdecamp com

$279!

Fund raising dales arc tailing uunJdy.
n |Ci with the program* It works

Does tour CI .ib/Or gaii trail on or
Band Need a LogeT Please email
a I ipda sign s9hotmail.com. Other
design services include: posters.
letterhead, album art. and flyers

Coatact Campu•.Fundraiser
at 8SS-923-323B, or viut

TAX PREPARATION

(whichever comes first)!

EARN $5,000!!!

That eflnr a good now through
Maty 1 2003 and only ajr-l-fs to
aiwatatftg m the -ft* Sale"
section. Ads must he 20 words or
lo* Offer applia to Individual
item, only Retail stores and
busWssfs do noi qualify tor this
special d lo
All ads apt subfea to
Breeze approval.

Currently accepting

«1 Spring Braah Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida. Best parties, best hotels.
best prices! Space is limited1 Hurry
up end book now! 1*00234-7007
www.endtesssummertours.com

1-800-678-6386

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
wwwjuniplashtoun.com
Cetoavrtty Spring Break - brought to
you by StudentCity com' Booh now.
save up to S100 on all
International tnps Party l*e a rock
star with MAXIM magazine and
jKksn* SteveO For details caa
1800 293 1445.
or e-mail
sales#studentcity.com, or book
online at www.uudfitrtty.com.

Cosmic Bawl far Kldel February
22. Vauey Lanes, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. to
benefit Big Biothers Big Sisters
Please call 433-8886 or e mail
biglivoe>nca.net (o register a team.
Skydlvel One day first Tandem
skyoives from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts! CM! 1-877 3483759
(B77DIVESKY,

SPRING BREAK 03

TRAVEL/STUDY

free Meals In Jamaica'
Guaranteed lowest Prices!

r&ilVCE 4 ITALY

mill nilmr Ocsiin<«"»«
Hurry OMnrlndsSoont

A few snaces still available

May 12-30.2003
3 credits

Local. Affordable. Professional
20% Macoaal far JMU aaataaa*
1040i slarUnf si $25.00

your item sells

566-4127

MCI* % KAPaUa • JAIUCA

■nanw!t>rTRfireekTr«v*l.<oin

entire semester or until

Don't man out on
this great deal!

Work for
The Breeze!

Paris, Chartres. Chaleaui.
Riviera. Pisa. Florence.
Venice. Rome

Call for an appointment today!
879-3211. Mary Helmick

applicaiions for

Contact:

Conference Asst. Positions!

Dr. Mann Hamlet-Mel/

Must be able to work
M:IH

EMOsM.I,

Mat?«^l

SIMU

Pick up application packet at
Events A Confidences, Taylor 23.1
Deadline: 2/21/93
E-mail Joyce l.ee at
lecut@jmu.edu for more details.

.runchue.com
l.BM.rracHin
«*l«rVvV«V»V*V«

Need a Sunday Morning Braak?

NOTICE
i i n>'c HhiasMi -t"ii j-»i«ij'-r
rtftrAnf rke m>ruifsiion at rinantini
tMsf mnwiMvuin—lit
IktM. hu-**» knw tar
1-m-5J.t550l

Now Hiring +

"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in
realizing your own spiritual path.
For further information about IMU campus meetings,

ifftwi tss*"*»iL -■
Sun Splash Touts
1.800.426.7710
wvra.sunsDlashiours.com

568-6069

hanilelmx'rt tmu.etlu

Ads Manager-resumes due Feb.10

contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org

Phone: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

Ad Exe«?utives-resumes due Feb. 14

«e1*fc*8n,S
Inc.
AK

tlSS

Ad Designers-resumes due Feb. 14 -aa>ay

434-5935

T'

Expires: 2-13-03

„

Batteries
State lnspections_

■ aw

)amts Madhon Univtnitu

HETIIBREEZE

Questions? Contact Gail Chapolini at 568-6127

A.mos, one-third

Massanutten Resort
Is now taking registration lor:

of -all pedestrians sixteen years of age or
older killed in traffic crashes-in 2000 were

intoxicated.

JJMaJi

Water Safety Instructor
Classes
Starting February 2

-NHTSA 2000
An estimated 513,000 people are injured in

Lifeguard Training
Classes

alcohol-related crashes each year, an average
of 59 people" per hour or approximately one

I

a

Stirling February 5

"minute.

Lifeguard Instructor/
First Aid A CPff
Classes

-NHTSA 2000

Be responsible. Don't be a statistic.

Dates are being set

caii 289-4977
lor more information on the classes or to register lor classes,
or come to the Woodstone Recreation area at Massanutten. Payment must be
received before you are registered lor class.

To learn more, visit the ISAT/HHS Building today.
ISponsored by the JMU Nursing Student Association!

Summer Employment Opportunities are available
-Plan ahead for your summer schedule, various positions available.

20
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The Com
South View &
Stone Gate

<Y

FREE
Ethernet, Cable
Local Phone

can help you
Hurry on in before
with the biggest and b«
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate a[
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable I

get
)rie year!

Stone Gate

i tafliH

1*1 »i
1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

k'il'llC'!-y • I liol-A'

!«■■<
■s ai

MlHllill
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Saturday fcU'lll'dV
12:00-4:00

